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Ruthenium, rhodium, and palladium are fission products in nuclear fuels.  These elements 
and their compounds change the properties of fuel pellets.  Phase diagrams involving 
uranium have been constructed experimentally to study fission product behaviour, 
specifically diagrams containing the very stable UMe3 (where Me = Ru, Rh, or Pd) 
compounds.  Discrepancies such as enthalpies of formation of UxMey compounds exist in 
both experimental binary phase diagram constructions and thermodynamic property 
determinations.  To model the behaviour of fission products in irradiated nuclear fuels, 
codes (e.g., BISON or RNFTT (RMC Nuclear Fuel Thermochemical Treatment) have been 
developed.  For quantitative studies, existing experimental data are insufficient for such 
tasks because of difficulties determining data in ranges of composition and temperature.  
Experimental binary phase diagrams provide phase equilibrium information, yet if not 
thermodynamically evaluated, the data will be limited in application.  Because industrial 
processes usually involve multicomponent systems that vary in wide ranges of composition 
and temperature.  For some elements with potential catalytic functions (e.g., Pd), the U-Pd 
phase diagrams presented in the literature were inconsistent so it was a challenge to choose 
which experimental data should be used for a thermodynamic evaluation.  Post irradiation 
examinations showed that the composition of irradiated nuclear fuels are complicated.  For 
such complex systems, experimental determination of a full set of data is practically 
impossible.  Nevertheless, the possibility of constructing such complex systems by means 
of thermodynamic evaluation exists.  In this work, thermodynamic evaluations of the U-
Ru, U-Rh, and U-Pd binary phase diagrams were assessed or re-assessed (e.g., the U-Ru 
system).  In combination with three binary systems previously assessed, a self-consistent 
quaternary system (U-Pd-Rh-Ru) was constructed.  An alternative strategy in optimizing 
the Gibbs energy functions of various phases, capable of identifying experimental fallacies 
in hand drawn U-Rh and U-Pd phase diagrams, was proposed.  With this quaternary model, 
two existing ternary experimental phase diagrams were critically evaluated.  Results show 
that without thermodynamic evaluations some experimental data were wrongly interpreted.  
The establishment of the quaternary model enriches thermodynamic databases and will 
potentially improve the performance of the RNFTT treatment and codes such as BISON. 
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1 Introduction 
Nuclear energy is considered to be one of the cleanest energy forms.  While CO2 
emissions are minimised in the energy production process, fission products are generated 
as the fissile nuclides split and radioactive fission products decay.  As the fission products 
accumulate, their distribution within different phases in the fuel changes depending on the 
operating conditions and the fuel used.  There are various forms of the fission products in 
used fuels including fission gases, metallic inclusions, and solid solutions (either metallic 
or oxides) formed within the fuel pellet.  These affect the fuel chemistry and may change 
the volume or the shape of the fuel pellets, as well as the heat transfer efficiency of the 
reactors.  Furthermore, understanding the changes in chemistry of the fuel is the first step 
to the studies of potential accident scenarios (e.g., a LOCA or loss-of-coolant accident). 
Except for the severe impact of the generation of the gaseous fission products, solid 
fission products in UO2 fuel also contribute to deformation of the fuel pellets, such as 
swelling and sagging of the pellets caused by the change of physical and chemical 
properties in different locations.  The “bambooing” and “hourglassing” of the pellets exert 
stress and strain on the zirconium cladding.  Over time, in combination with the formation 
of gaseous fission products and corrosion of cladding, serious deformation or even breach 
of cladding, may, occur and the consequences can be potentially fatal to the safety of the 
nuclear plant operation [1]. 
Thermochemistry involves reactions of various solution phases which must be 
treated properly, and the best way to do this often is achieved by the assessment of 
equilibrium phase diagrams of the constituent elements of those solution phases.  Since the 
1940s, many phase diagrams involving uranium have been constructed for developing 
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nuclear weapons, and then after the war for the peaceful harnessing of nuclear fission for 
energy production.  The process involves radioactive elements and many transition 
elements, which may cause obstacles in high temperature measurements.  In practice, 
multicomponent systems are usually involved and an experimental determination of the 
phase diagrams is usually costly, time consuming, and includes careful handling of the 
materials to avoid exposure to radiation.  
To construct a multicomponent phase diagram by means of thermodynamic 
evaluation, the binary experimental subsystems have to be evaluated (i.e., described 
thermodynamically) prior to a multicomponent model can be established.  In practice, for 
many systems, high temperature measurements become one of the obstacles to precisely 
determining features such as the liquidus of the refractory element rich part of the diagram.  
For instance, the accepted melting point of Ru is 2607 ± 3 K (2334 ± 3 ºC).  To measure 
such a high temperature is difficult using thermocouples as this temperatures is either 
beyond or pushing the upper limits of the operating range of most thermocouples (e.g., K-
type (chromel-alumel) Tmax 1372 ºC; Type B (70%Pt/30%Rh–94%Pt/6%Rh, by mass) Tmax 
= 1820 ºC; and Type C (95%W/5%Re–74%W/26%Re, by mass) Tmax = 2350 ºC [2,3]).  
Thus, thermocouples are not suitable for determining the Ru-rich liquidus in an alloy 
system involving Ru (e.g., Ru–U) at high (or elevated) temperatures.  Pyrometers, often a 
good alternative for these purposes, can also be problematic.  For example, in the work on 
the Ru-U system, Mason and El-Genk [4] had to use their eyes (the so-called “spot 
method”) as the instrument failed to judge the liquidus boundary automatically.  In 
addition, in any phase diagram determination, a container for the samples (e.g., a crucible) 
is needed.  For some refractory elements, it is difficult to eliminate the possibility of 
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reactions of the constituents in a sample with that of a crucible (in other words the crucible 
becomes part of an even more complicated system) at high temperatures.  All these factors 
have led to discrepancies in experimental data from different research groups, and will be 
discussed as part of this work. 
Studies of the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system exhibit all these problems, and this 
is especially true for the U-Pd system.  For example, a contamination reaction catalyzed by 
the noble elements involved in the quaternary system may introduce false phase boundaries 
into the phase diagrams.  All the six platinum metals (Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir, and Pt) are 
effective catalysts for various processes, and Pd is the best candidate for nanoparticle 
catalysts [5].  This aspect is so important for this work that a special section in this thesis 
(See Section 6.6.2 in Chapter 0) is devoted to it. 
To study future nuclear fuel fabrication and fission product behaviour, various 
thermodynamic databases have been utilized or are in development.  Considering the 
potential application of the models for the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system and 
thermodynamic databases in the future industry codes, a quick summary of these follows. 
The SGTE (Scientific Group Thermodata Europe) database [6] provides basic data 
and Gibbs energy functions for 78 elements used in thermodynamic assessments.  Fuelbase 
[7,8] is a database of binary and ternary systems related to nuclear fuel designs with 
multicomponent systems under development within the European Actinide Network 
(ACTINET).  The RNFTT (the Royal Military College of Canada Nuclear Fuel 
Thermochemical Treatment) [9-11] is a comprehensive thermodynamic database including 
an U-O binary system, solutes in UO2, noble metals (the so-called “white” or “five metal” 
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inclusions, specifically Mo-Tc-Ru-Rh-Pd), non-fluorite oxide phases, a rhombohedral 
oxide phase, and the “other metallic phase” (UPd3-URh3-URu3) [9,10].  In this database, 
the U-O binary system and Mo-Tc-Ru-Rh-Pd system are well developed, but some of the 
other systems are not.  For example, the “other metallic phase” (UPd3-URh3-URu3) is 
described only with three Gibbs energy functions for the solid phases of the three 
compounds.  Without thermodynamically assessed binary phase diagrams for U-Ru, U-Rh, 
and U-Pd, equilibrium calculations with the present RNFTT database, while possible, are 
not necessarily accurate, and therefore, the application of the database is open to potential 
error (See Section 1.1).  This work aims to expand the database by establishing 
thermodynamic models of the U-Pd, U-Rh, and U-Ru binary systems, combine them with 
the existing models for Pd-Rh-Ru, and extrapolate to the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system. 
By this means, many non-existing thermodynamic properties and other data can be 
obtained and used in future industry codes.  
While solving the complicated thermochemistry is an achievement in itself, much 
of the value in being as accurate as possible with the thermochemistry is so that these 
models and treatments can be incorporated into other industrial codes that try to predict 
complex behaviour (e.g., fuel performance).  According to an IAEA report [12], dozens of 
nuclear industrial codes are now available.  One of the more prominent codes is the BISON 
code developed by the Idaho National Laboratory (INL).  BISON is a finite element based 
code that attempts to explain nuclear fuel behaviour by solving, in parallel, a series of 
coupled non-linear partial differential equations [13].  According to the authors of this 
paper, although it is a next-generation multidimensional fuel performance code [13], so far 
it is mainly limited to LWR fuel rod calculations.  The validation results of the code show 
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that in the early life of the fuel, the code over-predicts the clad diameter reduction; while 
when fuel expansion controls the mechanical response, which is later in the life of the fuel, 
the code significantly over-predicts the diameter increase in the cladding [13].  Possible 
reasons for this are that neither a thermodynamic database is included nor thermodynamic 
equations are used in the code.  To make the code better, more thermodynamic information 
of related systems should be developed and added to these codes because the deformation 
of the fuel rods is not merely caused by the generation of the gaseous phase, but also the 
thermal and mechanical deformation because of the generation of various solid phases in 
the spent nuclear fuel. 
Due to the development of advanced computing tools, mathematical modelling and 
computational thermodynamics during the past two decades has progressed rapidly.  
However, it is still an ongoing task to get a complete treatment of all related systems for 
calculations of a nuclear industrial code concerning fission products.  The developments 
of the Fuelbase, a special thermodynamic database developing by a group of French 
scientist [7, 8], the RNFTT treatment [9-11], and other similar databases are only the first 
(but significant) step in developing codes for the final application into industrial codes 
(e.g., BISON [13] or ASTEC-SOPHAEROS [14]).  Thus, the thermochemical evaluation 
of the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system is an important part of this mission. 
Previous work that has been included in the RNFTT treatment [9-11], includes a 
model for the noble metal Mo-Pd-Rh-Ru-Tc quinary system [15,16].  This model includes 
the Pd-Rh-Ru ternary system, which is a subsystem of the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system.  
This adds a complication to the modelling efforts for the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system 
as both models must be internally consistent.  Since the development of the Fuelbase, many 
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U related binary phase diagrams have been thermodynamically evaluated, including: U-Ti 
[17,18], U-W [17], U-Mo [17], U-Cr [17], U-Re [17], U-Ru [17], U-Pu [19-21], U-Ga [21], 
U-V [22], U-Zr [19,20].  However, the U-Pd and U-Rh phase diagrams have never been 
thermodynamically evaluated before this work, and the model for U-Ru [17] is not 
consistent with the noble metal model [15,16].  Recently, the developers of the Fuelbase 
have published a new evaluation of the Pd-Rh-Ru system [23], at roughly the same time as 
the presentation of the results of this work at the 36th CNS annual conference [24,25], and 
the 13th International Conference on CANDU Fuel [26].  However, the new evaluation of 
the Pd-Rh-Ru system is inconsistent with the model for the Mo-Pd-Rh-Ru-Tc quinary 
system [15,16]. 
Also complicating the modelling efforts are discrepancies in the experimental data 
for the U-Pd, U-Rh, and U-Ru binary systems.  In particular, experimental measurements 
in the U-Pd system present a challenge since Pd acts as an efficient catalyst for other side 
reactions.  For this reason, an alternative strategy is planned and used to establish the U-Pd 
and U-Rh thermodynamic evaluations by means of the FactSage software [25].  To further 
clarify the goals of this work, the context, objectives, originality, and significance are 
presented in the following sections. 
1.1 Context of This Work 
There are different methods for classifying fission products (FPs).  In analyzing 
loss-of-coolant accidents, Prussin et al. [27] divided the FPs into three distinct groups based 
on their significant radioactive characteristics, their degree of volatility, and their chemical 
properties.  These groups are: 
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1. Inert or noble gases - Xe and Kr; 
2. Volatile fission products - I, Br, Cs, Rb, Te, Se, and Sb 
3. Non-volatile fission products (not-so-volatile) - Ba, Sr, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, 
Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Np, Pu, Zr, and Nb. 
Kleykamp [28-30], and others [31] used the chemical state of the fission products 
to provide a more specific classification which had the following four classes: 
1. Fission gases and other volatile fission products - Kr, Xe, Br, and I; 
2. Metallic precipitates - Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd*, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, and Te; 
3. Oxide precipitates - Rb, Cs, Ba, Zr, Nb, Mo, and Te; 
4. Dissolved as oxides in the fuel matrix - Sr, Zr, Nb, Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, 
Sm, and Eu. 
One of the important points to realize concerning the classification scheme 
proposed by Kleykamp is that it places some elements (e.g., Mo and Nb) in more than one 
category.  This is because transitions between the classifications are based on solubility 
limits of the given fission products and changes in oxygen potential during fuel burnup. 
Olander [32] has described the transformation of fresh fuel as a result of burnup in 
a reactor.  Schematically this is shown in Figure 1-1. 
                                                     
* These five elements are the main constituents of the so-called “white inclusion” and “the other metallic 
inclusions”.  The former was thermodynamically evaluated by Kaye et al. [15,16], and the latter is the object 
of this study with the addition to the element U. 
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Figure 1-1.  The transformation of fresh UO2 fuel as a result of burnup [32]. 
In summary Olander shows that several distinct phases can be produced, namely: 
1. A matrix of UO2 with dissolved fission products; 
2. A gas phase – predominantly composed of Kr and Xe; 
3. The white metallic inclusions – composed of the noble metals of Mo, Ru, 
Rh, Pd, and Tc; 
4. A complex grey oxide inclusion; 
5. The other metallic inclusion; a solution of UPd3, URh3, and URu3. 
Considerable work at the Royal Military College of Canada (RMCC) under the 
supervision of Lewis and Thompson, and later expanded upon by others, has led to the 
construction of the RMCC Nuclear Fuel Thermochemical Treatment (RNFTT) [11,15,16, 
33-35].*  The purpose of the RNFTT is to thermodynamically predict the chemical 
behaviour of irradiated fuel by appropriately treating the various product phases.  This has 
been done in the following manner: 
1. The uranium-oxygen phase diagram was evaluated [9,34].  This model 
allows for dissolved fission products being present in the matrix of UO2 and 
                                                     
* In this work, in keeping with the convention adopted in Corcoran et al. [11], the term “model” is used to 
refer to a particular phase, whereas “treatment” indicates an assemblage of models that together represent a 
system.  Thus, a model is a subset of a treatment. 
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also allows for deviations from stoichiometry for UO2 (in other words, 
models UO2±x).   
2. Fission products that can be dissolved are oxides of: Cs, Rb, Sr, Ba, Ce, Dy, 
Ho, La, Nd, Pr, Sm, Y, Ce, Mo, Nb, Np, Pu, Te, and Zr; 
3. The gas phase is treated as an ideal gas [9]; 
4. The quinary Noble Metals system of Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, and Tc was modelled 
by Kaye et al. [15,16]; 
5. The complex grey oxide phases are approximated by ideal solutions of 
similar oxides, taken from the following list: (Rb,Cs)2ZrO3; (Sr,Ba)ZrO3; 
(Rb,Cs)2UO4; (Sr,Ba)UO4; and (Rb,Cs)2MoO4; 
6. The UPd3-URh3-URu3 system is treated as an ideal solution of these three 
components at 2000 K.  In other words, their chemical activity was given 
by their mole fraction (or relative proportion available) [9]. 
In a typical calculation to determine the chemical composition of fuel, for a 
CANDU fuel bundle, the approximated elemental composition (in moles) is given by the 
reaction (The products of this reaction are very complicated, parts of the results are shown 
in Figure 1-2): 
79.95107 U + 0.29738 Pu + 0.16719 Zr + 0.19846 Xe + 0.12592 Mo + 0.10593 Ce + 
0.11598 Ru + 0.09257 Nd + 0.05189 Sr + 0.08325 Cs + 0.01607 Np + 0.04518 Ba + 
0.03903 La + 0.02548 Y + 0.03739 Tc + 0.02832 Pr + 0.01635 Rb + 0.01744 Te + 
0.04029 Pd + 0.00971 I + 0.01653 Rh + 0.00009 H + 80.85685 O2 = 
where, mole numbers were computed using the SCALES-5 code [36].  Burnup conditions 
were: 175 MWh·kgU-1 (irradiated for 143 days), in a flux of 2.16×1014 n·cm-2·s-1, and a 
power of 980.3 kW(f)·bundle-1. 
The results of a fuel treatment calculation shown in Figure 1-2 represent the results 
of its development over at least ten years.  At the time of this calculation, a model for the 
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U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system had not been developed, and so the other metallic 
inclusions were treated as an ideal solution of the compounds UPd3, URh3, and URu3.  This 
represents a potential deficiency in the fuel treatment and a potential area for improvement. 
 
Figure 1-2.  The results of a typical burnup calculation (175 MWh·kgU-1) based on the 
atomic proportions shown in the complex reaction shown in the previous page [9]. 
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1.2 Objectives 
The objective of this thesis is to thermodynamically assess the U-Pd-Rh-Ru 
quaternary system in order to enrich the nuclear fuel databases and ultimately improve the 
industry codes which use them. 
To achieve this objective, the following three steps were taken:  
i. Develop thermochemical models for the U-Pd, U-Rh, and U-Ru binary phase 
diagrams by critically evaluating these three systems; 
ii. Construct a complete quaternary (U-Pd-Rh-Ru) system by the incorporation of 
the compound and solution databases of the six subsystems, and establish and 
optimize the necessary ternary interaction parameters so that reasonable ternary 
isothermal sections and various isopleths can be obtained; 
iii. Compare the calculated results with existing ternary experimental phase 
diagrams, e.g., U-Rh-Pd isothermal section [37] and the UPd3-URu3-URh3 
isothermal section [38], in order to assess the model. 
In performing the thermodynamic evaluations of the binary systems, discrepancies 
and inconsistencies within the experimental evidence were revealed.  These comparisons 
will not only demonstrate the value of these thermodynamic calculations, but may possibly 
lead to conclusions as to the necessity of other potential thermodynamic and dynamic 
“improvements”. 
1.3 Significance of This Study 
Once a U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary model is established, it can provide thermodynamic 
data for the whole composition and temperature ranges of the system.  That is to say, the 
missing thermodynamic properties can be calculated by the model.  Although these 
calculated data are not obtained directly from experiments, they are extrapolated on the 
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basis of all available experimental data of the subsystems by well-established 
thermodynamic principles.  Moreover, the calculated thermodynamic data and phase 
boundaries can be used as guidance for further experimental explorations.  The new 
optimization scheme targeted on controversial U-Me binary systems provides an approach 
to other similar systems.  In the meantime, the models developed in this work can be 
incorporated into industrial computer codes that need equilibrium thermodynamic data for 
these four elements. 
1.4 Originality of This Work 
To establish the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary thermodynamic model, evaluations of the 
six binary subsystems are essential.  Table 1-1 shows originality status of the six binary 
models, three ternary and the overall quaternary models that are necessary for this work. 
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Table 1-1.  Information concerning the originality of this work 
Multicomponent 
System 




Pd-Rh-Ru Ru-Rh Paschoal et al. [39] Kaye and Kaye et al.  
[15, 16] 
Rh-Pd Raub et al. [40] 
Pd-Ru Rudnitskii and  Polyakova 
[41] 
U-Pd-Rh-Ru U-Ru Park [42] Berche et al. [17] 
(Reviewed and 
modified in this work) 
U-Rh Park [42] Original to this work 
U-Pd Kleykamp and Kang [37] Original to this work 
U-Pd-Rh Kleykamp and Kang [37] Original to this work 
U-Rh-Ru NA Original to this work 
 U-Pd-Ru NA Original to this work 
 UPd3-URh3-URu3 Kurosaki and Uno [38] Original to this work 
 
As specified in the steps of this project (Section 1.2), the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary 
model will provide thermodynamic properties over the complete range of composition and 
at all temperatures.  It is these data that will be used in more complicated industrial codes. 
1.5 Outline of This Thesis 
In Chapter 2, the basic theory of Gibbs energy minimization will be reviewed and 
the relationship of Gibbs energy minimization with phase diagram construction will be 
introduced.  Chapter 3 reviews the literature for previous experimental work in the U-Pd-
Rh-Ru quaternary system.  Thermodynamic properties of the elements are listed first, and 
then the data for the six binary systems are introduced.   
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In Chapter 4, the methodology of assessing and evaluating the thermodynamic data 
is given and the procedures for phase diagram evaluation will be illustrated.  Chapter 5 will 
present the thermodynamic evaluation results of the three U-related binary systems and 
some important ternary isothermal sections and isopleths.  Chapter 6 will be an in-depth 
discussion of the evaluation results with focuses on three connotation phenomena found in 
the thermodynamic evaluation.  Chapter 7 will summarize the enrichment of this work to 
the existing RNFTT treatment.  Conclusions will be given in Chapter 8, while future work 
and references cited in this thesis will be listed in Chapter 9 and 10, respectively. 
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2 Theory of Gibbs Energy Minimization and Phase Diagram 
Development 
2.1 Preliminary Remarks 
Only a few decades ago, all phase diagrams were drawn by hand to capture features 
determined by experimental measurements.  For example, by heating a series of samples 
with known compositions to various temperatures and quenching them; then by using 
metallographic techniques one could show whether the sample at an elevated temperature 
is a one phase or a two phase solid; if a sample is melted (or partially melted), then it 
exhibits liquid behaviour or a liquid in equilibrium with a solid.  This technique, and others 
classically used to determine phase diagram features, is reviewed by Kaye et al. [43], and 
suggests how phase diagrams can be sketched. 
In recent years, with the rapid growth of the capability of computers, Gibbs energy 
minimization techniques have been developed that allow complex calculations to be 
performed rapidly.  One application is for phase diagram construction and validation.   
In this chapter, the theory of Gibbs energy minimization and its applications in 
thermodynamic phase diagram construction will be introduced, and the mathematics which 
enables phase diagrams to be calculated and predicted from the experimental data will be 
illustrated. 
2.2 Thermodynamic Basics of Gibbs Energy Minimization 
For a system in achieving an equilibrium state, the core of computational 
thermodynamics is the principle of Gibbs energy minimization, i.e., at a constant pressure 
and temperature a system drives toward a configuration at which it has the lowest Gibbs 
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energy (G).  In computational thermodynamics, the Gibbs energy in each phase is 
optimized and compared.  The Gibbs energy of the system is at the minimum only when 
the phases are at equilibrium.  Therefore, the system Gibbs energy can be represented by 
Equation 1. 
 𝐺 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝐺𝑖
𝜙𝑝
𝑖=1 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 (1) 
In the above equation, 𝐺𝑖
𝜙
 is a function of composition and temperature with 
variable coefficients; 𝑛𝑖 represents the number of moles of species i in a phase , 
respectively; 𝑖 represents a constituent in the phase . 
The molar Gibbs energy, G, of a solution can be expressed as: 
 𝐺 = 𝐺𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 + 𝐺𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (2) 
where Gideal represents the molar Gibbs energy that the solution would have if it were ideal, 
and GExcess represents the excess Gibbs energy or in other words the difference of Gibbs 
energy between ideal behaviour and actual behaviour. 
2.2.1 Gibbs Energy Expression for Binary Systems 
The Gideal term in Equation 2 can be split into two parts as shown in Equation 3. 
 𝐺 = (𝑋𝐴𝐺𝐴
° + 𝑋𝐵𝐺𝐵
° ) + ∆𝐺𝑀,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 + 𝐺𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (3) 
where XA and XB represent the mole fractions of A and B (note XA + XB = 1), 𝐺𝐴
°  and 𝐺𝐵
°  the 
Gibbs energy of components A and B, respectively, and ∆𝐺𝑀,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 represents the ideal 
Gibbs energy of mixing of A and B. 
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Accordingly, ∆𝐺𝑀,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙, the ideal Gibbs energy of mixing, can be represented as a 
function of the mole fractions of A and B, multiplied by the gas constant R and the 
temperature T, as shown in Equations 4a and 4b. 
 ∆𝐺𝑀,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 =  𝑅𝑇(𝑋𝐴𝑙𝑛𝑋𝐴 + 𝑋𝐵𝑙𝑛𝑋𝐵) (4a) 
 𝐺𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 = ∑𝑋𝐴𝑋𝐵[(ℎ𝑛 − 𝑠𝑛𝑇)𝑋𝐵
𝑛] (4b) 
In Equation 4b, the index n represents the number of terms of a polynomial.  Then, 
by referencing the Gibbs expression in Equations 4a and 4b to a particular reference phase 
(often for convenience this is the Liquid phase), an expression for the Gibbs energy of 
mixing for a particular phase can be obtained.  Thus, for each phase, , in a binary system, 
a Gibbs energy expression as a function of composition and temperature can be derived.  
The complete expression for this Gibbs energy of mixing is presented in Equation 5, for 
the generic binary system A-B.   
 𝐺 = 𝑋𝐴 · (𝐻𝐴
° − 𝑇𝑆𝐴
°)⏟      +
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐴
𝑋𝐵 · (𝐻𝐵
° − 𝑇𝑆𝐵
° )⏟        
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐵
 
 +𝑅𝑇(𝑋𝐴𝑙𝑛𝑋𝐴 + 𝑋𝐵𝑙𝑛𝑋𝐵)⏟              
𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚
+ ∑𝑋𝐴𝑋𝐵[(ℎ𝑛 − 𝑠𝑛𝑇)𝑋𝐵
𝑛]⏟              
𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐺𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑠 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
 (5) 
where XA and XB represent the mole fractions of A and B (again, note XA + XB = 1), T the 
absolute temperature, R the molar gas constant, H and S the standard enthalpy and 
entropy contributions to the lattice energy, and hn and sn the enthalpy and entropy 
contributions in the excess Gibbs energy series. 
2.2.1.1 Lattice Stabilities 
In Equation 5 the first two terms represent the energy components attributable to 
the lattice stabilities of A and B, respectively; the third term represents the contribution 
from ideal mixing of A and B as a function of temperature; and the fourth term represents 
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the excess energy term, and is often expressed as an expansion series in both composition 
and temperature.  The excess term represents the deviation from ideal behaviour. 
The concept of “lattice stabilities” describes the energy required to transition from 
one phase to another, either a liquid-solid transition (i.e., melting/solidification) or a solid-
solid transition (i.e., from a solid of one crystal structure to that of another).  Lattice 
stabilities usually take the form of an enthalpy and entropy, and the lattice stabilities for a 
component in a system can be either real or hypothetical. 
Real lattice stabilities are established directly from experimental measurements and 
relate to transitions between phases that exist in nature.  For example, Ru solid only has a 
close-packed hexagonal (cph*) crystal structure.  At the melting temperature (2607 K), 
ruthenium melts and becomes a liquid.  While difficult to measure for U-Me systems, there 
is a measurable heat of melting at a specific temperature, and hence a real lattice stability 
representing this transition can be reported. 
However, in some situations, it is necessary to imagine that ruthenium solid exists 
in a crystal structure other than a close packed hexagonal structure, for example a face-
centred cubic structure.  This situation represents a hypothetical crystal structure for Ru; it 
does not exist in nature.  Nevertheless, an imagined enthalpy and melting temperature can 
be “assigned”, and then used to describe the phase behaviour via Equation 5.  The 
hypothetical properties set references for specific hypothetical phases, but they do not 
affect the real phase boundaries.  
                                                     
* In some references it is also named as hcp phase; both of them refer to “hexagonal close packed” 
or “close packed hexagonal” crystal structure.  In this paper, cph is adopted, for consistency. 
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2.2.1.2 Excess Gibbs Energy Properties 
In Equation 5, the excess term can be considered as two parts: the product of the 
mole fractions and the interaction portion in the square brackets.  In computational 
thermodynamics, many empirical expressions of thermodynamic properties, such as Gibbs 
energy, enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity of the constituents or a collection of them are 
needed.  To describe the excess properties there are two main equations used: the Margules 
Power Series Formalism [44] which is preferred in this work instead of the alternative 
Redlich-Kister Expansion [45].   
As mentioned previously, the interaction parameters of a phase (𝐿𝐴𝐵
𝜙
) is used to 
represent the square bracketed term in the excess portion of Equation 5.  This is shown in 
Equation 6 for the two component system A and B. 





In the Redlich-Kister (RK) Formalism, 𝐿𝐴𝐵
𝜙
 is given by Equation (7) [45]. 
𝐿𝐴𝐵
𝜙
= (𝐴0 + 𝐵0𝑇) + (𝐴1 + 𝐵1𝑇)(𝑋𝐴 − 𝑋𝐵) + (𝐴2 + 𝐵2𝑇)(𝑋𝐴 − 𝑋𝐵)
2 
+(𝐴3 + 𝐵3𝑇)(𝑋𝐴 − 𝑋𝐵)
3… (7) 
where Ai and Bi represent parameters in the Redlich-Kister expression (not to be confused 
with components A and B), and can be considered as an enthalpy and entropy terms, 
respectively.  The term Xi represents the mole fraction of either component A or B, with 
their sum being unity since it is a binary system. 
Equation 8 shows the interaction parameter (𝐿𝐴𝐵
𝜙
) in the Margules Formalism [44]. 
 𝐿𝐴𝐵
𝜙
= (𝑎0 + 𝑏0𝑇) + (𝑎1 + 𝑏1𝑇)𝑋𝐵 + (𝑎2 + 𝑏2𝑇)𝑋𝐵
2 + (𝑎3 + 𝑏3𝑇)𝑋𝐵
3⋯ (8) 
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where an and bn (n = 1, 2, 3…) represent parameters in the Margules expression, and also 
can be considered an enthalpy and entropy term, respectively, and A and B are the two 
components.  Again the term Xi represents the mole fraction of either component A or B. 
Theoretically, both RK and Margules expressions are infinitely long polynomials, 
but in practice, usually less than four terms are used in optimization, since raising the mole 
fraction to a large number makes the contribution of the associated term negligible unless 
the values for the parameters become ridiculously large*.  A conversion scheme between 
these two expressions, when there are up to cubic terms in the excess Gibbs energy 
expression, is provided in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1.  The conversion schemes from RK formalism to Margules formalism. 
n an bn 
0 𝐴0 + 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 + 𝐴3 𝐵0 + 𝐵1 + 𝐵2 + 𝐵3 
1 −2𝐴1 − 4𝐴2 − 6𝐴3 −2𝐵1 − 4𝐵2 − 6𝐵3 
2 4𝐴2 + 12𝐴3 4𝐵2 + 12𝐵3 
3 −8𝐴3 −8𝐵3 
 
Alternatively, coefficients provided by the Margules formalism can be converted 
to RK formalism as shown in Table 2-2.  
Table 2-2.  The conversion schemes from Margules formalism to RK formalism. 






























3 −1 8⁄ 𝑎3 −
1
8⁄ 𝑏3 
                                                     
* Very large values for these parameters typically indicates a poorly fitting model. 
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For example, the interaction parameters of the U-Ru solution phases optimized by 
Berche et al. [17] have a maximum of three terms as shown in Table 2-3. 
Table 2-3.  The interaction parameters in RK formalism by Berche et al. [17]. 
Phase RK Interaction Parameters Optimized by Berche et al. [17] 
Liquid 𝐿𝑅𝑢,𝑈
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 = −173587 + 10.82𝑇 − 63720(𝑋𝑅𝑢 − 𝑋𝑈) 
bcc 𝐿𝑅𝑢,𝑈










The interaction parameter of the liquid phase established by Berche et al. [17] was 
transformed from RK formalism to Margules formalism and used as a standard liquidus in 
this work (Table 5-10).  Table 2-4 shows a comparison of the interaction parameters of the 
liquid phase in U-Ru system, which are equivalent using either method.  In this case the 
Margules values were derived from the literature RK values using the conversion scheme 
in Table 2-1.  Note that higher order terms (i.e., A2, A3, B1, B2, and B3 equal 0). 
Table 2-4.  A comparison of the interaction parameters of liquid phase in U-Ru system 
expressed as Margules formalism and RK formalism. 
Formalism Interaction Parameters of liquid phase in U-Ru system 
Margules 𝐿𝑅𝑢,𝑈
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 = −237307 + 10.82𝑇 + 127440𝑋𝑈 
RK 𝐿𝑅𝑢,𝑈
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 = −173587 + 10.82𝑇 − 63720(𝑋𝑅𝑢 − 𝑋𝑈) 
 
In this thesis, the optimized interaction parameters for solution phases have a 
maximum number of terms of four (Chapter 5). 
2.2.1.3 Stoichiometric Compounds 
A further complicating factor in a phase diagram evaluation is the presence of 
stoichiometric compounds.  These solid compound phases are not modelled with Equation 
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5, instead, they require three pieces of thermodynamic data: ∆𝐻298 𝐾
°  (the standard enthalpy 
of formation at 298 K); 𝑆298 𝐾
°  (the standard entropy at 298 K); and C
P
 (an expression for 
the heat capacity as a function of temperature at constant pressure). 
The U-Me systems, where Me represents Pd, Rh, or Ru, are characterized by the 
existing of solid solutions on the uranium side of the diagram, and a series of intermetallic 
compounds, the most notable being UMe3, with increasing amounts of Me being present.  
For the U-Me systems, some thermodynamic data are unavailable, especially for many of 
the intermetallic compounds (the exception being the UMe3 compounds).  In spite of these 
challenges, the thermodynamic computations can still be applied to evaluate these systems. 
2.2.2 Gibbs Energy Expressions for Ternary Systems 
The purpose of thermodynamic evaluation of binary systems is not limited to 
creating electronic versions of the phase diagrams or to justify the experimental data.  
Because of the huge amount of experimental work needed in constructing ternary or higher 
order phase diagrams, interpolation to ternary or higher order phase diagrams from related 
binary phase diagrams can provide reasonable and useful information of multicomponent 
phase diagrams.  These calculated phase diagrams can serve at least as guidance for 
experimental measurements.  For systems confronting experimental difficulties, for 
example, when high temperature measurements are involved (e.g., this is often the case 
when at least one component is a transition metal), the information provided by calculated 
phase diagrams becomes more important.  As the lattice parameters of elements become 
more and more sophisticated, e.g., many successful U and Me related (but not U-Me 
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systems) thermodynamic assessment had been performed, the authenticity of extrapolated 
phase diagrams increases. 
To calculate the properties at a given composition (a point p) in a ternary system*, 
properties from the surrounding binary systems are weighted via an interpolation scheme 
in order to estimate the key properties at point p. 
During the past few decades, different kinds of interpolation formalisms have been 
developed.  The most frequently used equations are referred as Muggianu’s equation [46], 
Kohler’s equation [47] and Toop’s equation [48].  How these interpolation schemes weight 
the properties of the binary systems is discussed in the next three sub-sections. 
2.2.2.1 Muggianu’s Equation 
The equation was derived geometrically by Muggianu, Gambino, and Bros [46] in 
1975.  The position of points c, b, and a on Figure 2-1 are determined by lines running 
normal to edges AB, AC, and BC that pass through at point p.  Figure 2-1 is a geometric 
representation of Muggianu Equation [46]. 
                                                     
* The principle can be applied to higher order systems too. 
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Figure 2-1.  A geometric representation of Muggianu interpolation scheme [46]. 










  (9) 
2.2.2.2 Kohler’s Equation 
An equation was derived by Kohler [47] based on binary excess Gibbs energy 
equations and a set of experimental data of the methylethylketone – n-heptane - toluene 
ternary system.  The Kohler equation is given by Equation 10. 
 𝐺𝑝
𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 = (1 − 𝑋𝐶)
2𝐺𝑎
𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 + (1 − 𝑋𝐴)
2𝐺𝑏
𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 + (1 − 𝑋𝐵)
2𝐺𝑐
𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (10) 
                                                     
* A regular solution behavior is more close to that of the ideal solution phase; a sub-regular solutions is 
more non-ideal.   
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In Equation 10 the excess Gibbs energy (𝐺𝑝
𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠) at a point p, is calculated 
extending three straight lines from the composition values for the three binary systems, i.e., 
point a, b, and c, to the three apexes, A, B, and C, as illustrated in Figure 2-2.  The focus 
of the three straight lines is the ternary composition “p”.  
 






























Figure 2-2.  A geometric representation of Kohler interpolation scheme [47]. 
 
Equation 10 can be expressed in alternative ways without changing the total excess 
Gibbs energy.  For example, in CALPHAD: A Comprehensive Guide, it is written in terms 
of mole fractions of binary systems involved in a ternary system [49]. 
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𝐺𝑝







































𝑛  represents the nth interaction parameter between species ij (in this case, species 
A, B, and C) and Xi represents the mole fraction of component i. 
2.2.2.3 Toop’s Equation 
Unlike Muggianu and Kohler equations, Toop’s equation was derived from 
previous work [50-53] in combination with known experimental data from the Cd-Pb-Bi, 
Pb-Sn-Cd, and CaO-FeO-SiO2 ternary systems.  Toop’s Equation is often used when one 
component (in this case A) is different from the other two (i.e., B and C).  A line is drawn 
from vertex A, through p to side BC (as in the Kohler method), but the other two points (b 
and c) are determined by a line parallel to BC running from side AB to side AC.  
Graphically, the Toop equation is shown in Figure 2-3 [50-53]. 
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Figure 2-3.  A geometric representation of Toop interpolation scheme [50-53]. 
 
As the original equations proposed by Toop were derived in terms of specific 
solution phases, the method was generalized by Hillert in 1980 [54].  The following 




1 (𝑋𝐴−𝑋𝐵 − 𝑋𝑐)} + 𝑋𝐴𝑋𝐶{𝐿𝐴𝐶
0 + 𝐿𝐴𝐶







  (12) 
where once again 𝐿𝑖𝑗
𝑛  represents the nth interaction parameter between species ij (with i 
and j representing components A, B, or C) and Xi represents the mole fraction of component 
i at point p.  It should be noted that the values of 𝐿𝑖𝑗
𝑛  in Equation 12 are distinct from those 
of Equation 11. 
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All the three ternary excess Gibbs energy equations can be reduced to binary 
subsystems when one of the three mole fractions in a system becomes zero.  The Muggianu 
and Kohler equations are relatively homogeneous when extrapolating binary systems that 
have similar properties.  It is reported in [49] that these two equations provide comparable 
results [55].  In contrast, Toop’s equation is more favorable to systems with miscibility 
gaps, for example, the fcc miscibility gap between Rh and Pd in U-Rh-Pd systems, which 
will be discussed in detail of the quaternary model of this program.  In fact, Toop derived 
the equation by comparing the calculated results with three sets of ternary experimental 
data.  In the cases of Cd-Pb-Bi and Pb-Sn-Cd systems, the temperatures are the same: 500 
ºC, which is well above the melting points of the constituent elements.  As a result, the 
equation was used for liquid solutions (with immiscible liquids).  In the third system (CaO-
FeO-SiO2), the temperature (1600 ºC) is lower than the melting point of CaO and is at the 
melting point of SiO2.  This means that the effects of the existing solid phase were omitted 
in the calculation.  Toop emphasized the influence of the choice of component 2 (the three 
components are represented as 1, 2, and 3 respectively), but the results showed that only in 
the CaO-FeO-SiO2 system the obvious differences are illustrated.  In addition, in all the 
three systems the measured excess Gibbs energy curves are very close to the positions of 
the calculated curves, which implies that the deviations from different choices are 
acceptable considering the distinctive positions of the three elements in the periodic table.  
Pelton [56] and Chartrand and Pelton [57] presented detailed explanations regarding the 
feasibility of the choice between these two interpolation schemes.  In this work, the Kohler 
scheme has been selected since it provides a balanced weighting of properties from the 
binary systems when being interpolated into the relevant ternary diagram. 
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2.3 Relating Gibbs Energy of Mixing Curves and Phase Diagrams 
In mapping a traditional phase diagram (i.e., composition as the horizontal axis and 
temperature as the vertical axis) by the computational method for a system at specified 
temperatures and pressure (usually 1 atm), the Gibbs energy curves of each phase are 
calculated, e.g., Gibbs energy curves of the Liquid phase, all solid solution phases, as well 
as what could be considered Gibbs energy lines for the compound phases*.  As was 
indicated by Equation 5, the Gibbs energy for a solution phase is a function of temperature 
and composition, with any pressure and magnetic effects being ignored for condensed 
systems, especially when the system pressure is close to standard pressure (i.e., 1 atm). 
If in calculating the Gibbs energy of mixing curves for the various solutions, one 
curve is lower than the other curves over the whole composition range (i.e., when 0 ≤ XB 
≤ 1), then that phase possesses a minimum Gibbs energy.  On the phase diagram, this would 
represent a single phase region that stretches across the whole composition range of the 
diagram.  Typically, for metallic systems, this situation occurs at a relatively high 
temperature range when there is only one Liquid phase, without any miscibility issues, or 
when the two components have identical crystal structures (e.g., Ru and Tc – both are cph 
[16]) and exhibit complete solid-solid miscibility. 
When two (or more) Gibbs energy curves of mixing intersect, it means that a two 
(or three) phase equilibrium exists, as illustrated in Figure 2-4 [58].  When the two phases 
each have a local minimum (e.g., for T1, T2, or T4 in Figure 2-4), the equilibrium 
                                                     
* In the general discussion that follows, the phrase “Gibbs Energy Curve” will be used to indicate both the 
curves for solution phases, and the Gibbs energy lines for compounds.  For stoichiometric compounds, 
these lines are vertical lines.  
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concentrations of the two phases is determined by drawing a tangent the two lowest points 
of the Gibbs energy curves of mixing.  Should the tangent touch three curves (e.g., T3 in 
Figure 2-4), then a critical temperature is being illustrated where a specific reaction (in the 
example, a eutectic reaction: L →  + ) occurs. 
 
Figure 2-4.  A copy of Gibbs energy of mixing curves and their relationship with a 
hypothetical binary phase diagram of A and B from [58]. 
From the Gibbs energy curves of mixing, illustrated in Figure 2-4, the points of 
tangency are mapped directly onto the phase diagram at each temperature.  Thus, by 
computing the Gibbs energy curves of mixing at every temperature, a complete diagram 
can be generated.  In theory, this process works in the opposite direction as well, but is 
harder to apply.  One can examine the phase diagram and suggest that at a given 
temperature these two phases will be in equilibrium. 
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A phase diagram is usually sketched according to experimental data.  Such a sketch 
is an interpretation of the experimental data by the experimentalists, and sometimes is an 
attempt to reconcile conflicting measurements.  From the perspective of computational 
thermodynamics, boundaries on a phase diagram represent equilibrium concentrations as a 
function of temperature, and are governed by the chemical potentials of the constituents in 
the system [58].  For example, for a binary system with pure components A and B and with 


































𝛼 represents the chemical potential of component A in phase ; 𝜇𝐴
𝛽
  the chemical 
potential of component A in phase ; 𝜇𝐵
𝛼 the chemical potential of component B in phase 
; 𝜇𝐵
𝛽
 the chemical potential of component B in phase ; ni the number of moles of 
component i; and T and P represent temperature and pressure, respectively. 
In general, the chemical potential for a particular component A in any phase can be 
expressed by Equation 15 [58]: 
 𝜇𝐴 = 𝐺𝐴 + 𝑅𝑇ln(𝑎𝐴) (15) 
where GA stands for the molar Gibbs energy of pure A; and aA the activity of component A 
in the phase.  In terms of the mole fraction of A, chemical activity can be introduced by 
Equation 16, in which A represents the deviation from ideal behaviour [58]: 
 𝑎𝐴 = 𝛾𝐴(𝑋𝐴) (16) 
Expanding Equation 15 and substituting the activity from Equation 16, gives: 
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 𝜇𝐴 = 𝐺𝐴 + 𝑅𝑇ln(𝑋𝐴) + 𝑅𝑇ln(𝛾𝐴) (17) 
In this equation, the first term still represents the molar Gibbs energy of pure A; the second 
term represents the ideal mixing term when A is mixed with another species; and the third 
term represents the excess mixing term, similar to the terms in Equation 5. 
Schematically, the relationships between the Gibbs energies of mixing, chemical 
potentials, and the activities of components A and B, related to the tangency, are shown in 
Figure 2-5 [58]. 
 
Figure 2-5.  The relationship between the Gibbs energy of mixing and the activities of 
components A and B [58]. 
When two (or more) phases are in equilibrium, as indicated on a binary phase 
diagram either by a two phase region or a reaction at a critical temperature (e.g., a peritectic 
or eutectic reaction), then the phases in question will have a common tangent as illustrated 
in Figure 2-4, and then the chemical potentials of each component in both phases are equal 
with respect to a common reference value.  This last phrase is important as it will position 
the points “c” and “d” of Figure 2-5 on an absolute scale at the same value for the two (or 
three) phases in question. 
This means that the following equalities simultaneously apply: 








Schematically this is shown in Figure 2-6 (adapted from [58]). 
 
Figure 2-6.  Diagram showing the common tangent method applied to two phases, α and 
β, for a binary system A-B (adapted from [58]). 
The two equalities expressed in Equation 18 and illustrated in Figure 2-6 can be 
utilized to determine the parameters in Equation 4 and Equation 5 and correlate the 




partial Gibbs energies of each component (?̅?𝑖
𝜙
) are equal in the two phases because the  













The partial Gibbs energy is expressed as the sum of three terms:  the Gibbs energy 
of the pure component (which relates to a lattice stability term); a term for ideal Gibbs 
energy of mixing; and a term for excess Gibbs energy of mixing.  The general form for this 
expression is shown as Equation 21, where 𝑋𝑖
𝜙
 represents the composition of component i 








Using the general form expressed in Equation 21, Equations 19 and 20 can be 
rewritten as Equations 22 and 23: 
 𝐺𝐴
°,𝛼+ 𝑅𝑇ln(𝑋𝐴
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Equations 24 and 25 directly relate the partial excess Gibbs energy properties of 
one phase to those of a second phase with which it is at equilibrium.  These equations can 
be used in calculations of an unknown excess property when the corresponding excess 
property of the other species is known. 
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A small simplification can be made on Equation 8 for notational brevity.  Replacing 
each ai + biT term with pi, the excess Gibbs energy can be written as: 
 𝐺𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑋𝐴𝑋𝐵((𝑝0) + (𝑝1)𝑋𝐵 + (𝑝2)𝑋𝐵
2 + (𝑝3)𝑋𝐵
3⋯) (26) 
From Equation 26, the partial excess Gibbs energies of components A and B can 
be derived by partial differentiation with respect to XA and XB.  The results are shown in 
Equations 27 and 28, respectively.  As mentioned in Section 2.2, it is sufficient to truncate 
Equation 26 at the p3 term for most purposes. 
 ?̅?𝐴
𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑋𝐵





2[(𝑝0) + (2𝑝1)𝑋𝐵 + (3𝑝2)𝑋𝐵
2 + (4𝑝3)𝑋𝐵
3] (28) 
Some of the pi values in Equations 27 and 28 have the same values for a specific 
phase (e.g., liquid phase, α, β, γ phase etc.); therefore, they can be cancelled by establishing 
an equality at equilibrium condition.  Then, by substituting ai + biT = pi, a series of 
equations can be generated at various temperatures and systematically solved.  In this 
process, choosing temperatures and compositions where two-phase equilibrium exists is 
important.  It should be noted that small variations in the chosen composition of a species 
can drastically change the placement of the common tangent, which, in turn, changes the 
excess properties.  Although a series of mathematical equations are used, the final phase 
boundaries of a phase diagram cannot typically be fulfilled in one calculation.  The purpose 
of introducing these equations is to present the principles behind the thermodynamic 
approach.  For simple systems, for example, binary systems without intermetallic 
compounds or with only one or two compounds at relatively low temperatures, this method 
is efficient.  For U-Me systems with four or five compounds, this method does not work 
well nor efficiently.  This is why a new approach was proposed in Section 4.2 of this thesis.  
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However, once the Gibbs energy of mixing curves have been determined, the method of 
tangents will, of course, generate an appropriate phase diagram.  A pair of Gibbs energy 
curves for the uranium-ruthenium binary system at 1200 K is shown in Figure 2-7. 
 
Figure 2-7.  Gibbs energy curves for the Liquid phase (green) and bcc phase (red) in the 
U-Ru system at 1 atm and 1200 K. 
The correlation between the Gibbs energy of mixing curves (Figure 2-7) and the 
calculated phase diagram shown in Figure 2-8 is explained briefly for the uranium-
ruthenium system.  On the U-rich part of the figure, the two Gibbs energy curves cross and 
a common tangent can be found.  On Figure 2-7, the composition of the liquidus (mole 
fraction in terms of Ru is 0.16) and the solidus of the bcc phase (mole fraction in terms of 
Ru is 0.06) are calculated and illustrated.  The compositions and the equilibrium tie line of 
bcc and Liquid phases (the dotted blue lines) are shown on the U-Ru phase diagram in 
Figure 2-8.  In contrast, the crossing of the two Gibbs energy curves on the Ru-rich side 
(right side) of Figure 2-7 has no practical meaning because the Liquid-bcc equilibrium is 
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hypothetical.  In Berche et al. [17], the solubility of U in Ru was supposed to be zero, 
therefore, no cph solution phase is shown in Figure 2-8.  In this work the cph solid solution 
phase has been added and the Liquid-cph two-phase equilibrium has been shown in [59].  
Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8, however, show clearly how a hypothetical lattice stability 
functions and why it is necessary for thermodynamic calculations: the crossing of the two 
Gibbs energy curves on right part of Figure 2-7 does not coincide with the liquidus on the 
right part of the U-Ru phase diagram (Figure 2-8), which means the hypothetical lattice 
stabilities do not affect the real shape of the calculated phase diagram.   
 
Figure 2-8.  A calculated U-Ru phase diagram with metastable phases*.  The vertical dash 
lines show equilibrium compositions of bcc and Liquid phases and the horizontal dash 
line shows the two phase equilibrium at 1200 K. 
  
                                                     
* Please note that in this phase diagram the cph phase is not added. 
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3 Previous Experimental Work — A Literature Review 
3.1 Preliminary Remarks 
The quaternary system U-Pd-Rh-Ru consists of six binary systems (Pd-Rh, Pd-Ru, 
Rh-Ru, U-Pd, U-Rh, and U-Ru), four ternary systems (Pd-Rh-Ru, U-Pd-Rh, U-Pd-Ru, and 
U-Rh-Ru) and the important pseudo-ternary system UPd3-URh3-URu3.  As mentioned in 
Table 1-1, some of these systems have been previously modelled, but the majority have 
not and original evaluations will be presented in the results of this work (See Chapter 5).  
This does not mean that there has not been experimental work performed in the quaternary 
system.  On the contrary, there is a modest amount of experimental work that can be used 
to complete self-consistent thermodynamic evaluations.   
As an introduction to the six binary systems, the latest phase diagrams are presented 
here. 
3.1.1 Pd-Rh, Pd-Ru, and Rh-Ru Systems 
The evaluation for the Pd-Rh system has been accepted from the work of Kaye [15] 
and Kaye et al. [16].  Figure 3-1 shows the evaluated phase diagram at a system pressure 
of 1 atm.  Note the absence of metallic compounds, and the presence of a solid-state 
miscibility gap. 
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Figure 3-1.  Pd-Rh phase diagram [15,16]. 
Figure 3-2 shows the Pd-Ru system from the work of Kaye et al. [15,16].  Again 
note the absence of metallic compounds. 
 
Figure 3-2.  Pd-Ru phase diagram [15,16]. 
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Figure 3-3 shows the Rh-Ru system from the work of Kaye et al. [15,16].  This 
diagram is also without metallic compounds.  
 
Figure 3-3.  Rh-Ru phase diagram [15,16]. 
3.1.2 The Latest Experimental U-Pd, U-Rh, and U-Ru Phase Diagrams 
The latest binary phase diagrams involving uranium are markedly different from 
the first three binary phase diagrams presented in Section 3.1.1.  Firstly, uranium has three 
allotropic crystal structures and secondly the U-related binary phase diagrams are 
characterized by the existence of many intermetallic compounds.  The latest U-Pd phase 
diagram was compiled by Kleykamp and Kang [37], which also appeared in the ASM 
Handbook [60] is shown in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4.  The U-Pd phase diagram edited by Kleykamp and Kang [37]. 
The latest U-Rh phase diagram, taken from the ASM Handbook [60], is shown in 
Figure 3-5. 
 
Figure 3-5.  U-Rh phase diagram by Park, as shown in ASM Handbook [60]. 
The latest U-Ru phase diagram, taken from [17] is shown in Figure 3-6.  This is the 
only one in three of the U-Me phase diagrams that was thermodynamically evaluated by a 
CALPHAD software—Thermo-Calc. 
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Figure 3-6.  The first thermodynamic description of U-Ru system by Berche et al. [17]. 
3.1.3 Outline for Chapter 3 
In the following sections of this chapter, the thermodynamic data from the literature 
for the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system will be presented.  First, the properties of the 
component elements (U, Pd, Rh, and Ru) will be examined; compounds in the U-Pd, U-
Rh, and U-Ru system will be introduced; properties for solution phases from previous 
thermodynamic modelling will be listed (e.g., the Pd-Rh-Ru ternary system and its 
constituent binary systems); and finally experimental work from the other ternary and 
pseudo-ternary system will be illustrated.  
3.2 Thermodynamic Properties of the Elements: Pd, Rh, Ru, and U  
Basic thermodynamic data for the elements Pd, Rh, Ru, and U have been well 
described in the literature [61-65] and the enthalpies of formation, entropies, and heat 
capacities of elements related to this work are listed in Table 3-1. 
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𝒄𝑷 = 𝒂 + 𝒃𝑻 + 𝒄𝑻
−𝟐 + 𝒅𝑻𝟐 (𝑱 · 𝒎𝒐𝒍−𝟏 · 𝑲−𝟏) 𝑻𝒎𝒊𝒏 𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 
a b x 103 c d x 106 (K) (K) 
U-α 0 50.29 26.919 -2.5020 -76985 0.2656 298 942 
U-β 2790.7 53.25 26.919 -2.5020 -76985 0.2656 942 1049 
U-γ 3231.1 47.97 42.928 0 0 0 1049 1405 
U-Liq. 4375.2 44.24 48.660 0 0 0 1405 4407 
Pd-fcc 0 37.82 25.028 5.4404 -67548 0 298 3000 
Pd-Liq. 16480.0 46.84 25.028 5.4404 -67548 0 298 3000 
Rh-fcc 0 31.51 20.811 13.400 33942 -2.268 298 3000 
Rh-Liq. 26568.0 43.39 20.811 13.400 33942 -2.268 298 3000 
Ru-cph 0 28.53 22.236 4.1437 40607 1.6015 298 3000 
Ru-Liq. 38589.0 43.34 22.236 4.1437 40607 1.6015 298 3000 
 
Table 3-1 shows that U has three allotropic crystal structures:  α-U has a crystal 
structure of orthorhombic_A20, which transforms to β-U (tetragonal crystal structure) at 
669 ºC.  The β-U is the crystal structure stable for only a range of temperature of 107 ºC, 
before transforming at 776 ºC to γ-U with a bcc crystal structure, which melts at 1132 ºC 
[61].  The other three elements have only one stable crystal structure: fcc-Pd, fcc-Rh, and 
cph-Ru, respectively. 
However, in evaluating the solid solutions in the six binary systems involving U, 
Ru, Rh, and Pd, it is necessary to consider some hypothetical crystal structures of these 
elements (See Table 3-2).  On the basis of a critical evaluation of the literature, a quinary 
solution model of the Mo-Pd-Rh-Ru-Tc system has been thermodynamically established 
by Kaye et al. [15,16], from which the Pd-Rh, Pd-Ru, and Rh-Ru subsystems will be used 
in this research.  The Gibbs energy expressions for the elements in each phase (real or 
hypothetical) are given as the energy required to transition from a particular phase into the 
Liquid state.  The values for these lattice stabilities are summarised in Table 3-2: 
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Table 3-2.  Lattice stabilities for the components. 
Phase Gibbs energy (J·mol-1) Comment Reference 
Pd (Liquid) 0 Reference phase  
Pd (fcc) -16480 + 9.02T Stable  [66-69] 
Pd (cph) -12300 + 14.88T Hypothetical [66,68,69] 
Pd (bcc) -12300 + 12.37T Hypothetical [66] 
Rh (Liquid) 0 Reference phase  
Rh (fcc) -26568 + 11.88T Stable [67,68,70] 
Rh (cph) -25910 + 12.51T Hypothetical [68,70] 
Rh (bcc) -19664 + 16.27T Hypothetical [70] 
Ru (Liquid) 0 Reference phase  
Ru (fcc) -21019 + 8.94T Hypothetical [68,69] 
Ru (cph) -38589 + 14.80T Stable [68] 
Ru (bcc) -30420 + 12.51T Hypothetical [69] 
 
3.3 Thermodynamic Properties of the Compounds 
3.3.1 UMe3 Compounds 
For the compounds UPd3, URh3, and URu3 there have been various studies [71-76].  
For example, Huang et al. [77] chose ∆𝐻298
°  = -524 kJ·mol-1 and established a Gibbs energy 
expression for UPd3, which has been tested in the thermodynamic evaluation of the U-Pd 
phase diagram.  Here the calculated entropy at 298 K was as low as 66.091 J·mol-1·K-1, 
only about ⅓ of the accepted value (176.35 J·mol-1·K-1) and lower than those of URh3 and 
URu3.  This suggests that ∆𝐻298
°  = -524 kJ·mol-1 might not be reasonable.  Further, for 
URu3, URh3, UPd3, the distribution of experimental data gets larger, as shown in Table 3-3 
and Figure 3-7. 
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Table 3-3.  A summary of standard enthalpy of formation values from different authors. 
Authors ∆𝑯𝟐𝟗𝟖
°  (𝒌𝑱 ∙ 𝒎𝒐𝒍−𝟏) 
UPd3 URh3 URu3 
Jung and Kleppa [74] -294.7 -278.8 -124.0 
Wijbenga [72] -524.0 -301.2 -153.2 
Lorenzelli and Marcon [71] -260.0   
de Boer et al. [73] -244.0 -192.0 -152.0 
Holleck and Kleykamp [75]  -256.7 -224.9 
Edwards et al. [76]   -195.0 
 
Jung and Kleppa measured enthalpies of formation of the compounds by means of 
(solute + solvent) drop calorimetry and compared them with previous studies [74].  The 
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Figure 3-7.  A summary of enthalpy of formation data from Jung and Kleppa [74]. 
 
Increasing Z 
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In this figure, Z represents the atomic number of Ru, Rh and Pd elements.  It is well 
known that to determine a reasonable liquidus position in a thermodynamic assessment 
some experimental data of thermodynamic properties are needed (i.e., the mixing enthalpy 
or activity values as a function of composition or temperature).  Otherwise, a similar phase 
diagram may be calculated, but with a completely wrong set of thermodynamic properties 
for the compounds or phases.  Unfortunately, for systems involving uranium and refractory 
metals, these thermodynamic properties are often unavailable because even temperature 
measurements become problematic at high temperatures.  In this research, as the liquidus 
of the three U-Me systems will be optimized, the enthalpies of the UMe3 compounds will 
be re-evaluated thermodynamically, and all the enthalpies and entropies of other 
compounds will be estimated. 
3.3.2 Other properties of UMe3 compounds 
3.3.2.1 Dissolution analysis 
In order to study the properties of UMe3 compounds in used fuels, dissolution of 
the spent fuel samples is necessary [78,79].  The process involves dissolution of the 
samples, separation of the insoluble residue, and non-destructive and/or destructive 
analysis of the insoluble residue.  Non-destructive analyses include X-ray diffractometry 
(XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), and 
Gamma-ray spectroscopic measurements.  In this process, the destructive study refers to 
further dissolution of the residue by a stronger acid mixture.  However, one may not 
properly separate the UMe3 compounds from the residue and did not obtain any 
thermodynamic values for these compounds. 
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3.3.2.2 Sample-crucible interaction in lattice parameter determination 
Erdmann and Keller [80] measured lattice parameters of many actinide 
(lanthanide)-noble metal alloy phases and noticed a sample-crucible interaction 
phenomena.  Although they sealed the crucibles of alumina, iridium or nickel in an alumina 
tube respectively, they found the some uranium were reduced to valences less than four.   
3.3.2.3 Characteristic electronic structures and molar volume change 
Johansson et al. [81] theoretically studied the actinide intermetallic compounds, 
especially UMe3, with the scalar relativistic linear muffin tin orbital (LMTO) energy bands 
method, and found the “sudden localization” of the 5f electrons in UPd3 in comparison to 
that of URh3.  In Figure 3 of the paper [81], UPd3 shows a dramatic increase in molar 
volume change relative to that of URu3 and URh3.  This was accounted for by the 
interaction of the 5f electrons of uranium and the 4d electrons of the transition metals.  
Thermodynamic evaluation in this work shows very similar abnormal effects among the 
U-Me systems, but not limited to molar volume change.  McEwen et al. [82] preceded 
neutron inelastic scattering studies by means of high-resolution medium energy chopper 
spectrometer (HRMECS), and obtained the lattice constants/mole fraction curves for 
U(Pd1-xPtx)3 mixtures. 
3.3.2.4 Thermal conductivities 
Kurosaki et al. [83] evaluated the thermal conductivities of the UMe3 compounds 
in the temperature range of 300-1200 K (27-927 °C).  They found that the thermal 
conductivity of URu3 is higher than those of URh3 and UPd3 over the whole temperature 
range. 
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3.3.2.5 Thermal expansion coefficient, longitudinal/shear sound velocities and hardness 
Yamanaka et al. [84] examined some more mechanical and thermal properties of 
the UMe3 compounds.  UPd3 had the highest thermal expansion coefficient, which is 
consistent with the theoretical study of molar volume changes by Johansson et al. [81] (See 
Section 3.3.2.3). 
3.3.2.6 A μSR study of UPd3 at an extremely low temperature range  
Schenck et al. [85] carried out a μSR (Muon Spin Resonance) investigation on a 
single crystal of dhcp*-UPd3 and reported an anomalous temperature dependence of the μ
+ 
Knight shift and provided a “phase diagram” at extremely low temperatures.  From a 
completely different perspective, the authors proved that UPd3 compound is different from 
other UMe3 compounds and all other actinide/noble metal compounds.  However, they 
pointed out at the end of the paper that the anomaly is similar to that of UPt3.  It is not an 
accident that the U-rich eutectic features of U-Pd and U-Pt were found to be similar in this 
work (See Section 6.2.3). 
To sum up, these non-thermodynamic UMe3 related studies are complementary 
with the present work.  In other words, using the data provided in the papers one may 
correlate with the thermodynamically optimized Gibbs energy, enthalpy or other properties 
to establish equations useful in industrial processes in the future. 
3.3.3 Heat capacity expressions of the UMe3 compounds 
For the intermetallic compounds in the U-Me systems, only a few compounds had 
been experimentally determined the heat capacity values over limited temperature ranges.  
                                                     
* A derivative hcp crystal structure.  
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Cordfunke et al. [86] measured the heat capacities of URu3 and URh3 from 5 to 850 K and 
Burriel et al. [87] measured the heat capacity of UPd3 from 8 to 850 K.  These results were 
gathered in a book by Cordfunke and Konings [61].  A summary of the heat capacities for 
the UMe3 species over a wider temperature range are listed in Table 3-4 and illustrated in 
Figure 3-8. 
Table 3-4.  Heat capacity expressions used in this work. 
Compound Heat capacity expression (Cp in J·mol-1∙K-1) Reference 
URu3 101.224 + 0.0185𝑇 − 471814𝑇−2 [17], RMCC database 
URh3 104.45 + 0.0182𝑇 − 610033𝑇−2 RMCC database 




Figure 3-8.  Calculated and experimental Cp curves for the UMe3 compounds [86,87]. 
For other compounds, the heat capacities are calculated by the Kopp-Neumann rule 
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evaluation, which is also true of the U-Me systems, occurs when thermodynamic data are 
not available in the literature.  The use of the Kopp-Neumann rule is an approximation, but 
it provides a means to estimate linearly the heat capacities of a compound from those of its 
constituent elements.  Thus, it provides a very good “first guess” when the data are not 
available.  Although this introduces some uncertainties for heat capacities, the advantages 
provide useful Gibbs energy expressions that are proportional to the known UMe3 
compounds in each of the three systems.  Because the Gibbs energy expressions are 
determined under many phase equilibrium conditions in the phase diagrams, these results 
can provide guidance for future experimental work.  The heat capacity curves of UMe3 
compounds fit well with available experimental data and it is supposed can be extrapolate 
to about 2000 K, a temperature to which the compounds are stable. 
There is considerable experimental work regarding for the UMe3 compounds, 
namely: UPd3 [61,71-74,77,87,]; URh3 [61,73-75,77,86,91]; and URu3 [61,73,74,76,77,86, 
91].  Finally, experimental enthalpies of formation for UMe3 compounds are available, but 
with large discrepancies [74].  Because these properties are re-examined in the 
thermodynamic evaluations, they will be discussed in detail later in this thesis. 
3.3.4 Other Compounds in U-Me System 
Except for the UMe3 compounds introduced above, many other UxMey compounds 
had been proved to exist or suggested during the experimental construction of the U-Me 
binary phase diagrams.  These are summarized briefly in the following three sub-sections.  
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3.3.4.1 Compounds in U-Pd System 
Due to the influence of the strongest catalytic property of Pd among the three Me 
elements considered in this work, the experimental determinations of the intermediate 
compounds in U-Pd system from different groups of scientist are extremely diverse.  
Catterall, Grogan, and Pleasance [92] found only three intermetallic compounds in their 
experiments.  They are UPd, U5Pd6, and UPd3, and they found no compounds beyond UPd3 
in the Pd-rich side. 
Pells, however, declared in 1963 that there are four more compounds beyond UPd3 
namely: UPd4, UPd5, U2Pd11, and U2Pd17 [100].  Five years later, Terekhov et al. [93] 
questioned the existence of U2Pd11 and U2Pd17, and proposed the existence of only UPd8.  
After this, the compounds in U-Pd system were accepted as UPd, U5Pd6, UPd3, and UPd8, 
among which the thermodynamic properties and crystal structures remain unknown before 
this work, except for UPd3. 
3.3.4.2 Compounds in U-Rh System 
The first partial experimental phase diagram (U-rich part) was obtained by Chiswik 
et al. [94] and they found two intermetallic compounds: U2Rh and URh.  The only complete 
experimental phase diagram of U-Rh system was compiled by Park [42,95], in which the 
four intermetallic compounds determined were: U4Rh3 (in two crystal structures L-U4Rh3 
and H-U4Rh3), U3Rh4, U3Rh5, and URh3.  In 1974, Naraine and Bell [96] suggested the 
existence of U2Rh and URh at the U-rich side, but did not propose a phase diagram.  
3.3.4.3 Compounds in U-Ru System 
Although there are several experimental explorations of the U-Ru binary system, 
there is only one complete phase diagram, which was proposed by Park [42,95].  Compared 
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to the other two U-Me binary systems, there are no computations of the types of 
intermetallic compounds in U-Ru system.  The five compounds are: U2Ru, URu, U3Ru4, 
U3Ru5, and URu3. 
3.4 Thermodynamic Properties of Solution Phases 
Previous experimental work and a thermodynamic evaluation exist for the three 
binary systems of the Pd-Rh-Ru ternary system.  This work will be presented first.  
Experimental work on the other three uranium related ternary systems will be presented 
after that, followed by the work from the pseudo-ternary UPd3-URh3-URu3. 
3.4.1 Properties of Solution Phases in Pd-Rh, Pd-Ru, and Rh-Ru Binary Systems 
The Pd-Rh-Ru ternary system has three binary subsystems.  For the Pd-Rh, Pd-Ru, 
and Rh-Ru subsystems, the excess properties were taken from Kaye et al. [15,16], and the 
expressions are shown in Table 3-5 (Xi represents the mole fraction of species i). 
Table 3-5.  Excess properties for the binary subsystems. 
Phase Subsystem Expression for the excess Gibbs energy (i.e., ΔGE) (J·mol-1) 
Liquid Pd-Rh XPdXRh[20027 – 2260XRh – (2.74 - 0.56XRh)T] 
bcc Pd-Rh XPdXRh[20920] (hypothetical) 
cph Pd-Rh XPdXRh[20920] (hypothetical) 
fcc Pd-Rh XPdXRh[21247 + 2199XRh – (2.74 – 0.56XRh)T] 
Liquid Pd-Ru XPdXRu[187564.062 – 62169.281XPd –  (63.661 – 6.64XPd)T] 
bcc Pd-Ru XPdXRu[20000] (hypothetical) 
cph Pd-Ru XPdXRu[-1524.818 + 14.933T] 
fcc Pd-Ru XPdXRu[-5049.035 + 17.59T] 
Liquid  Rh-Ru XRhXRu[-35739.32 + 16.369T] 
bcc Rh-Ru 0 (hypothetical) 
cph Rh-Ru XRhXRu[-26440.004 + 10.445T] 
fcc Rh-Ru XRhXRu[-53477.07 + 21.738T] 
 
The three calculated phase diagrams are quoted in this research in the next section. 
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3.4.2 Pd-Rh-Ru Ternary System 
From the three subsystems shown, isothermal sections of the Pd-Rh-Ru ternary 
system have been obtained at various temperatures by thermodynamic interpolations.  
These enabled the ternary excess Gibbs energy terms to be calculated as explained 
previously by Kaye et al. [15,16].  These parameters are given in Table 3-6. 
Table 3-6.  Ternary excess Gibbs energy terms for Pd-Rh-Ru ternary system [15,16]. 
Phase Components Ternary excess Gibbs energy term (J·mol-1) 
Liquid Pd-Rh-Ru XPdXRhXRu(-52500) 
cph-solid Pd-Rh-Ru XPdXRhXRu(-90000) 
fcc-solid Pd-Rh-Ru XPdXRhXRu(-40000) 
 
A comparison of the experimental work of Paschoal et al. [97] with the evaluated 
ternary model at 1973 K, taken from [15,16], shows agreement between the model and the 
experimental values.  This is illustrated in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9.  Rh-Ru-Pd ternary isothermal section interpolated from Rh-Ru, Rh-Pd, and 
Ru-Pd subsystems at 1973 K [15,16,97]. 
The establishment of the ternary excess Gibbs energy terms is necessary because 
without adequate adjustments, the calculated phase boundaries do not fit with the 
experimental data, as illustrated in Figure 3-10.  Figure 3-10 shows a ternary isothermal 
section without establishing the ternary interaction parameters.  In Figure 3-10, one ε + α 
phase data point falls into an α phase region and another into a three phase region, while 
one ε phase data point falls into ε + L phase field.  It should be noted that the ternary excess 
terms are relatively small and the adjustments of the phase relations are slight, but 
significant as they now account for the experimental observations of Paschoal et al. [97] 
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Figure 3-10.  Calculated Rh-Ru-Pd ternary diagram at 1 atm, 1973 ºC without ternary 
excess parameters [15]; note poor agreement with experimental data [97].
3.5 Previous Binary U-Me Experimental Phase Diagrams 
In Section 3.1.2, the latest U-Me phase diagrams are illustrated.  In the following 
three sub-sections, a summary of the development of the U-Pd, U-Rh, and U-Ru phase 
diagrams will be presented.  
3.5.1 U-Pd Binary System 
There have been several experimental descriptions of the U-Pd binary system [37, 
92,93,98-100].  In 1956 the first U-Pd phase diagram (Figure 3-11) over the whole 
composition range was proposed by Catterall, Grogan, and Pleasance [92], but with great 
uncertainty in the region from 75 to 100 at.% Pd. 
Experimental 
Data Points [97] 
○  + Liquid 
□  
▲  +  
△  + L 
  
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In the same year, Park and Buzzard presented a report [98] at a Metallurgy 
Information Meeting, in which the progress developing phase diagrams of uranium with 
all the six platinum metal elements (Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir, and Pt) was presented.  The 
preliminary diagram for U-Pd had two distinctive features: 
i. The bcc eutectic composition was much lower than the one detected by 
Catterall, Grogan, and Pleasance (13.7 wt.% Pd < 21 wt.% Pd) [92]; and 
ii. The two compounds detected by Catterall, Grogan, and Pleasance were not 
detected at all within 30-35 wt.% Pd, and only a few features on the right part 
of the phase diagram were mentioned in the texts of the report without giving 
the phase boundaries [92].   
In 1963, Park, Fickle, and Mullen submitted a complete report of their research on 
the U-Pd system, shown in Figure 3-12, without publishing it in a journal [99]. 
 
Figure 3-12.  The complete U-Pd phase diagram by Park, Fickle, and Mullen [99]. 
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The compounds and liquidus within 75 to 100 at.% Pd were experimentally 
investigated by Pells [100] in 1963 (Figure 3-13).  In this partial phase diagram, the 
following five compounds were specified: UPd3, UPd4, UPd5, U2Pd11, and U2Pd17.  
 
Figure 3-13.  An investigation of the U-rich side of U-Pd phase diagram by Pells [100]. 
In 1968, a group of Soviet scientists re-examined this part of the phase diagram 
[93].  They refuted the existence of U2Pd11 and U2Pd17, and declared the existence of UPd8.  
By means of thermal analysis in combination with the XRD technique they obtained a very 
neatly shaped phase diagram, especially at the high temperature range (Figure 3-14).  
Unlike other experimentalists, they did not change from thermocouples to pyrometers even 
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at the high temperature range, which is very close to the limit of the application of the 
thermocouples. 
 
Figure 3-14.  Pd-rich partial diagram by Terekhov et al. [93]. 
In 1986, a U-Pd phase diagram was constructed by combining the U-rich part of 
the phase diagram suggested by Catterall, Grogan, and Pleasance [92] and the Pd-rich part 
of the phase diagram by Pells [100], shown in Figure 3-15 [60]. 
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Figure 3-15.  A combined phase diagram from Catterall, Grogan, and Pleasance [92] and 
Pells [100].  It was published in the ASM Handbook [60]. 
In 1991, Kleykamp and Kang [37] performed annealing experiments at a few 
selected points.  The diagram that they proposed was a combination of the U-rich part by 
Catterall, Grogan, and Pleasance [92] and the Pd-rich part by Terekhov et al. [93].  This 
phase diagram, shown in Figure 3-4, is currently the accepted U-Pd phase diagram [37].  
The U-Pd phase diagram can also be found in ASM Handbook [60].   
3.5.2 U-Rh Binary System 
There have been several experimental descriptions of the U-Rh binary system 
published in the literature [42,94-96].  Park presented the U-Rh system phase diagram in 
his PhD thesis [42] together with the U-Ru binary system that were published as two 
separate papers in 1968 [95].  Park’s U-Rh phase diagram is the most accepted one to date 
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because nobody has repeated the experiments over the full composition range.  However, 
in studies focused on some specific locations of the diagram, there were conflicting data 
regarding the existence of some of the compounds.  For example, Chiswik et al. [94] 
showed in 1958 that instead of U4Rh3, two other compounds were found at about 33.3 at.% 
Rh (U2Rh) and 50 at.% Rh (URh), as illustrated in Figure 3-16. 
 
Figure 3-16.  A partial U-Rh phase diagram by Chiswik et al. [94]. 
In 1974, based on the observation of Chiswik et al. [94], Naraine and Bell [96] 
experimentally re-examined the compounds using EPMA and concluded that there should 
be five compounds in the system (instead of four as shown by Park), namely: URh3, U3Rh5, 
U3Rh4, URh, and U2Rh.  If true, the U-Rh phase diagram would be more similar to the U-
Ru phase diagram.  Nevertheless, because they did not measure the melting points of the 
compounds, liquidus, and other phase boundaries in other regions, Naraine and Bell [96] 
did not provide a new U-Rh phase diagram.   
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Therefore, the U-Rh phase diagram of Park was adopted by the ASM Handbook 
[60], shown in Figure 3-17. 
 
Figure 3-17.  U-Rh phase diagram by Park, as shown in ASM Handbook [60]. 
The U-Rh system had not been thermodynamically evaluated before this work. 
3.5.3 U-Ru Binary System 
There have been several experimental descriptions of the U-Ru binary system 
published in the literature [4,42,95,101-103].  The earliest U-Ru phase diagram was 
published in 1958 [101], which is a partial phase diagram without high temperature phase 
boundaries.  This shows that temperature measurement above 1000 ºC was difficult for this 
system. 
Figure 3-18 shows the first complete U-Ru phase diagram obtained experimentally 
by J.J. Park and published in his PhD dissertation [42].  Three years later, the results were 
published as a journal paper [95]. 
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Figure 3-18.  The first complete U-Ru experimental phase diagram by Park [95]. 
More than two decades later, Mason and El-Genk [4] re-examined the high 
temperature part (from 50 to 100 at.% Ru) of the system, shown in Figure 3-19.  They 
suggested that the URu3 melted congruently and that the reaction involving Ru and URu3 
was not peritectic, but eutectic with a eutectic isotherm at 1861 ± 20 K and a eutectic 
composition of 77.5 ± 1 at.% Ru [4].  The profile of the liquidus showed great difficulties 
(see the phase boundaries illustrated by dotted lines in [Figure 3-18]) in high temperature 
measurements with chemical interactions between the samples and the crucibles.  In fact, 
it was so difficult to determine the liquidus in their experiments that they gave two possible 
liquidus curves on the diagram.  
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Figure 3-19.  Re-examination of Ru-rich part of U-Ru system by Mason and El-Genk [4]. 
In 2011 the first thermodynamic assessment of U-Ru system was published by 
Berche et al. [17], in which major changes had been made on the Ru-rich side: they placed 
an eutectic reaction to the right of the URu3 compound, which had a congruent melting 
according to experiments by Mason and El-Genk [4]*.  Nevertheless, the cph solution phase 
was missing.  The diagram calculated by Berche et al. [17], is shown in Figure 3-6. 
3.6 Ternary Experimental Isothermal Sections 
The significance of establishing binary thermodynamic models lies not only in 
obtaining a numerical description of the experimental phase diagrams, but also in 
calculating some unknown thermodynamic properties and making it possible to extrapolate 
                                                     
* At this point, the result of the thermodynamic treatment is not the same as the experimental one 
in [4], which does not mean the thermodynamic method failed to mimic the experimental data; on 
the contrary, it is a sign of the latent potential of the method in identifying experimental fallacies.   
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to higher order systems.  The establishment of a quaternary U-Pd-Rh-Ru thermodynamic 
model enables calculation of ternary isothermal sections of any three elements in the 
quaternary system and estimate quasi- or pseudo-phase diagrams, e.g., U-Rh-Pd, U-Ru-Pd, 
U-Ru-Rh, URu3-URh3, URu3-UPd3, URh3-UPd3, and URu3-URh3- UPd3 etc. 
Experimental data available for the U-Ru-Pd and U-Ru-Rh ternary systems is 
absent from the literature.  However, there is a limited amount of data for the U-Pd-Rh 
ternary system, as will be discussed in the following section. 
3.6.1 U-Pd-Rh Isothermal Section at 1050 ºC 
The U-Pd-Rh ternary systems was investigated experimentally and at only one 
temperature (1050 ºC) by Kleykamp and Kang [37].  They prepared 74 samples, each 
annealed at this temperature for at least 3 to 6 weeks.  They discovered that although the 
single fcc phase of Rh and Pd solution exists at 1050 ºC on the Rh-Pd binary phase diagram, 
on the ternary phase diagram with U an isolated “island” or, as they named it, a “closed 
region” was identified at low U content region (Figure 3-20).  Their acceptance of the 
existence of U5Pd6 (stable between 980-1110 ºC) as they combined U-Pd phase diagram 
from the two sources is contradicted by the fact that the compound is missing on their own 
ternary isothermal section. 
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Figure 3-20.  An isothermal section of U-Rh-Pd ternary system obtained experimentally 
by Kleykamp and Kang [37]. 
The numbers (1-9) on Figure 3-20 refer to problematic phase regions defined by 
Kleykamp and Kang and the phase areas are analysed in Table 6-8.  
It is interesting that Kleykamp and Kang [37] tried to validate the presence of the 
“closed region” by estimating the binary interaction parameters, simplifying the symmetric 
equation, and calculating spinodal curves at different U-Pd interaction parameters, as 
shown in Figure 3-21.  However, these approaches are unreasonable because 
thermodynamic principles suggest that only one U-Pd interaction parameter is valid for a 
specific phase.  In addition, in this ternary system, even if multiple interaction parameters 
are valid, the spinodal curves should be related to the U-Rh interaction parameters as well.  
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Figure 3-21.  Calculated spinodal curves by Kleykamp and Kang [37]. 
3.6.2 An Overarching UPd3-URh3-URu3 Phase Diagram 
Fission products are generated in different kinds of nuclear fuels during operations.  
In case of uranium dioxide or uranium-plutonium oxide fuels, two typical precipitates, 
called “the white inclusions” and “the other metallic phase”, were investigated and 
characterized by Bramman et al. [104] in 1968 and then by different groups of researchers 
including Kleykamp [28] and Kaye et al. [15,16].  In the case of uranium mononitride, a 
potential advanced nuclear reactor fuel, AuCu3 type intermetallic compounds are also 
observed as a result of reaction of the platinum metals in fission products with UN [105].  
Kurosaki and Uno confirmed, by means of reactions of UN + 3(Rux + Pdy) [x + y = 1] and 
UN + 3(Rhy + Pd1-y) [0.25 ≤ y ≤ 1] at 1673 K under vacuum condition, the formation of 
UPd3, URu3, and URh3 and a tentative ternary quasi-phase diagram was obtained [38,106].  
As shown in Figure 3-22, the diagram has only 13 experimental points and, therefore, there 
is room for further experimental investigation.  In addition, because of the nature of the 
samples, the experimentalists had difficulties in monitoring the phase equilibria at high 
temperatures and the samples were cooled to room temperature for XRD determinations 
after the reaction.  For this reason, no liquid phase is shown on the ternary isothermal 
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section at 1673 K (1400 ºC).  However, thermodynamic evaluations in this thesis will 
provide more detailed equilibrium phase relationships. 
 
Figure 3-22.  A tentative UPd3-URh3-URu3 phase diagram by Kurosaki and Uno [106] at 
1673 K or 1400 ºC. 
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4 Methodology for Evaluating Complicated Phase Diagrams 
4.1 Preliminary Remarks 
J.W. Gibbs was the first scientist who established thermodynamic principles for 
phase diagram calculations in the 19th century.  He derived almost all the mathematical 
relations used in present computational thermodynamic studies of phase diagrams and 
established the phase rule [107].  Computational thermodynamics or the computer coupling 
of phase diagram and thermochemistry method was developed around 1970 by Kaufman 
and Bernstein [108] and is now extensively used for thermodynamic evaluation of 
experimental phase diagrams and their extrapolation to higher order systems.  Furthermore, 
based on thermodynamic descriptions of the related binary systems, information of ternary, 
quaternary, or higher order systems can be obtained by adequate extrapolation schemes. 
A flowchart of the thermodynamic evaluation process is shown in Figure 4-1 and 
summarized here.  Before an evaluation of any system, a thorough search of the literature 
is performed to obtain any previously sketched phase diagrams and any other 
thermodynamic data that pertains to the system (e.g., data for gas, liquid, alloys and 
compounds in the system; the phase transition temperatures; the heats of melting; 
metallographic information, etc.).  It is also important in this step to identify any defects in 
the data or any data that are conflicting with other data. 
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Figure 4-1.  A flowchart of a general thermodynamic evaluation. 
 
Step 1: Collect thermodynamic data 
from the literature 
Step 3: Assess the quality of 
data 








Step 2: For all components: 
establish lattice parameters 
Yes 
No 
Step 4: Treat compound as 
stoichiometric? 
Step 5: Perform optimization 
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The second step is to choose lattice stabilities for the components (usually the 
elements).  For real phases of these components, dependable (or accepted) values are 
usually those repeatedly used in various applications in thermodynamic calculations of 
other phase diagrams containing the interested elements and proved sound, e.g., data from 
SGTE database [6].  Usually these dependable valued are those given in tables of melting 
temperatures and heats of fusion, or the equivalent data for heats and temperatures of 
transition for isotropic elements (e.g., U).  For metastable (or hypothetical) phases the 
choices represent a degree of freedom; however, the values, once selected for a particular 
phase of an element, must not change from diagram to diagram. 
An initial assessment of the data is performed, and repeated until a sense of the 
diagram is obtained.  At this stage, some critical features are highlighted (e.g., eutectic 
temperatures and compositions; congruent melting points of compounds; etc.) and stable 
phase regions from the experimental phase diagram have to be shown on the diagram. 
Binary compounds present a challenge because they can be treated in two ways.  
The first, and more common, is to assume that they are stoichiometric compounds with the 
exact ratio of the components present, as expressed by their Dalton numbers.  In other 
words, a compound such as URu3, contains 1 atom of uranium and 3 atoms of ruthenium, 
and is unable to accommodate any deviation from this ratio without another phase being 
present. 
The second possibility is to treat the compound with some homogeneity of the given 
stoichiometry.  Uranium dioxide, UO2, is an excellent example in that at elevated 
temperatures, the fluorite lattice of UO2 can accommodate the loss or gain of oxygen atoms.  
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This leads to an alternate terminology of the formula of UO2, common to nuclear fuel 
chemists as UO2±x, where x represents the deviation from stoichiometry.  In this work, 
compounds included in U-Ru and U-Rh systems are all stoichiometric according to 
experimental observations.  For compounds of UxPdy in U-Pd system, the phase boundaries 
are controversial in experimental phase diagrams from different sources.  The controversies 
exist not only in terms of their homogeneity (the compositional range of a non-
stoichiometric compound), but also of the types of some compounds.  That is, different 
compounds were identified in different observations.  For example, four compounds were 
identified by Park [95] in U-Rh phase diagram, but five were proposed by Naraine and Bell 
[96].  At the beginning, the UxPdy compounds were treated as stoichiometric for the sake 
of simplification, and finally they had been remained so because the most recent (in fact, 
in 1963) experimental results by Park, Fickle, and Mullen [99] showed that they were 
treated as stoichiometric compounds against all the previous conclusions.  Based on these 
facts, using a compound formalism, which had been employed in some systems without 
significant discrepancies, are not suitable to the complicated systems in this research. 
Once the method for treating the compounds has been decided, optimization of the 
system can be performed and repeated until a satisfactory fit of the data is achieved, at 
which point the system can be considered thermodynamically evaluated.  This cycle may 
be performed multiple times as new data are found or more critical examination of existing 
data is performed. 
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4.2 A Proposed Strategy for Complicated Systems in This Work 
On the basis of the literature review (Chapter 3), experimental phase diagrams of 
U-Pd and U-Rh show significant inconsistencies and some spots of the diagrams show 
obvious signs of experimental fallacies.  Under these circumstances, the implications of a 
proper treatment of the other metallic phase should be considered.  Traditionally, the aim 
of a thermodynamic model is to match the targeted experimental phase diagram as closely 
as possible, but when the experimental phase diagrams of a specific system show 
significant discrepancies and obvious fallacies, it becomes insufficient or even 
unreasonable to do so.  In other words, in such circumstances such a treatment is incorrect. 
The implications of a correct treatment for complicated systems, such as the other 
metallic phase, are to find ways of dealing with these discrepancies and identifying the 
experimental fallacies.  In this work, a direct trial and error method involving two separate 
cycles (shown in Figure 4-2) is designed for treatments of complicated systems with many 
intermetallic compounds.  The methodology of the treatment is to use thermodynamic 
equations using sound experimental data to determine the stable solution phase and 
metastable solution phase boundaries and then optimise the compound database.  
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Figure 4-2.  Flowchart showing the approach adopted in this work. 
The procedures shown in Figure 4-2 can be described as follows.  Upon establishing 
the compound and solution databases, the Phase Diagram module is used to searching for 
a tentative phase diagram.  All the available experimental phase diagram data points are 
plotted in separate files with the same coordinates for different systems.  These data points 
can be superimposed with the tentative phase diagram whenever a comparison is needed.  
Therefore, the data are not directly used in the optimization processes, but they provide 
information for the assessor to adjust the parameters.  In this way, an assessor does not 
need to give any subjective weighting to any set of data before or during the optimization.  
Furthermore, by this means, all the existing experimental data can be reasonably 
considered during an optimization process.  
The blue arrows in the flowchart represent directions for two sub-cycles.  The 
purple arrows form the first cycle (Loop 1) together with some of the blue arrows for 
optimization of a solution phase diagram; the orange arrows form the second cycle (Loop 
2) for optimization of the compound database in combination of some of the blue arrows.   
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In this work, FactSage software [109,110] is used because of the advantages of the 
design of its modules. 
In summary, based on the regular procedures of thermodynamic evaluations 
(Figure 4-1), a new scheme for controversial U-Me phase diagrams is devised (Figure 4-2).  
It is shown in this work that it not only makes the evaluations possible and efficient, but 
also enables the location of some of the fallacies in developing the experimental phase 
diagrams.  
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5 Thermodynamic Evaluation Results 
5.1 Preliminary Remarks 
In applying the evaluation methodology presented in Chapter 4, phase diagrams for 
the U-Pd, U-Rh, and U-Ru binary system were thermodynamically created using FactSage. 
Starting from the binary systems and using the Kohler interpolation scheme (shown in 
Section 2.2.2.2), ternary and quaternary models were established as well.  In this chapter, 
the properties of the binary systems will be presented and the corresponding phase 
diagrams will be illustrated.   
5.2 U-Pd System 
The thermodynamic data derived in this work for the U-Pd system is presented in 
this section.  These data consist of lattice stability data, assessed interaction parameters of 
solution phases, and calculated compound expressions. 
5.2.1 Thermodynamic properties (U-Pd binary system) 
The lattice stabilities that are described in Section 2.2.1 and applied via Equation 
5, are presented in Table 5-1.  
Table 5-1.  Lattice stabilities and energy referencing of the solution phases in U-Pd 
system. 





















Liquid 4375.22  44.24  0 16480 46.84 0 
γ (bcc)
 
 3231.08  47.98  0 4180 34.47 0 
β   2790.73  53.25  0 0  37.82 5000 
α   0  50.29  0 0 37.82 3000 
fcc 0  50.29  5000 0  37.82 0 
 
The enthalpy and entropy data in Table 5-1 are quoted from SGTE database, and 
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the G(Added) data are hypothetical values.  
The interaction parameters for the solution phases of the U-Pd system are given in 
Table 5-2.  These are applied via the excess term in Equation 5 and optimized in this work. 
Table 5-2.  Interaction parameters of solution phases. 
System Excess Gibbs energy functions in Margule’s formalism (J·mol-1) 
Liquid ∆𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑃𝑑𝑋𝑈[(−268000 + 9.60𝑇) + 165000𝑋𝑈] 
bcc (γ-U) ∆Gbcc
E = XRuXU[(-168500 + 43.68T) + 38560XU]  
Tetragonal (β-U) ∆𝐺𝛽−𝑈
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑃𝑑𝑋𝑈[−101000] (ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)  
Orthorhombic (α-U) ∆𝐺𝛼−𝑈
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑃𝑑𝑋𝑈[−85000] 
fcc  ∆𝐺ℎ𝑐𝑝
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑃𝑑𝑋𝑈[(−285000 + 6.00𝑇 + 3.00𝑇 ln 𝑇) + 15200XU]  
(ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙) 
 
For the compounds selected as part of this evaluation of the U-Pd system, their 
thermodynamic properties are calculated in this work and given in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3.  Thermodynamic properties of palladium-uranium compounds. 
 ∆𝑯𝟐𝟗𝟖.𝟏𝟓 𝑲
°  𝑺𝟐𝟗𝟖.𝟏𝟓 𝑲
°  cp = a + bT + cT-2 + dT2 (J·mol-1·K-1) 
Compound (J·mol-1) (J·mol-1·K-1) a b x 103 c d x 106 Tmax (°C) 
UPd -165,500 39.45 52.13 -16.75 -414510 38.08 970-1047 
U5Pd6 -1,110,000 85.00 327.86 -97.97 -2409924 201.90 1110 
UPd3 -210,500 176.35 98.69 11.41 0 0 1680 
UPd4 -236,200 192.50 155.76 -59.47 -1426632 72.66 1445 
UPd8 -407,700 200.00 284.61 -11.64 -2776128 118.74 800 
 
Finally the Gibbs energy expressions for the compounds in Table 5-3 are presented 
in Table 5-4. 
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Table 5-4.  Gibbs energy expressions of the compounds calculated in this work. 
Compound Gibbs energy expression (J·mol-1) 
UPd3 𝐺𝑈𝑃𝑑3 = −240430.96 + 488.02𝑇 − 98.69𝑇 ln 𝑇 − 0.00923014𝑇2 
UPd 𝐺𝑈𝑃𝑑 − 𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 𝐺𝑃𝑑
𝑓𝑐𝑐
= −165500 + 48.57𝑇 
UPd4 𝐺𝑈𝑃𝑑4 − 𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 4𝐺𝑃𝑑
𝑓𝑐𝑐
= −236200 + 9.50𝑇 
UPd8 𝐺𝑈𝑃𝑑8 − 8𝐺𝑃𝑑
𝑓𝑐𝑐
= −407700 + 152.78𝑇 
U5Pd6 𝐺𝑈5𝑃𝑑6 − 5𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 6𝐺𝑃𝑑
𝑓𝑐𝑐
= −1110000 + 392.94𝑇 
 
Figure 5-1 shows the calculated U-Pd phase diagram with extrapolated solution 
phases.  Although the phase diagram has all the phases and compounds that the “accepted” 
phase diagram has, in a comparison with the thermodynamically assessed phase diagram, 
there are some problems in the experimental phase diagrams that need to be identified and 
clarified. 
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5.3 U-Rh System 
The thermodynamic data derived in this work for the U-Rh system is presented in 
this section.  These data consist of lattice stability data, assessed interaction parameter of 
the solution phases, and calculated intermetallic compound expressions. 
5.3.1 Thermodynamic properties (U-Rh binary system) 
The lattice stabilities that are described in Section 2.2.1 and applied in Equation 5 
are presented in Table 5-5. 
Table 5-5.  Lattice stability and referencing of U-Rh system. 





















Liquid 4375.22  44.24  0 26568 43.39 0 
γ (bcc)
 
 3231.08  47.98  0 6904  27.12 0 
β   2790.73  53.25  0 0  31.51 23400 
α   0  50.29  0 0 31.51 28400 
fcc 0  50.29  5000 0  31.51 0 
The interaction parameters for the solution phases of the U-Rh system are given in 
Table 5-6. 
Table 5-6.  Interaction parameters of solution phases of U-Rh system. 
System Excess Gibbs energy functions in Margules formalism (J·mol-1) 
Liquid ∆𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑅ℎ𝑋𝑈[(−255000 + 5.00𝑇) + 140000𝑋𝑈] 
bcc (γ-U) ∆Gbcc
E = XRuXU[(-168500 + 43.68T) + 38560XU]  
Tetragonal (β-U) ∆𝐺𝛽−𝑈
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑅ℎ𝑋𝑈[−114000] (ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)  
Orthorhombic (α-U) ∆𝐺𝛼−𝑈
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑅ℎ𝑋𝑈[−110000]  
fcc  ∆𝐺ℎ𝑐𝑝
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑅ℎ𝑋𝑈[(−160000 + 5.00𝑇) + 15000XU]  
(ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙) 
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For the compounds selected as part of this evaluation of the U-Rh system, their 
thermodynamic properties are calculated in this work and given in Table 5-7.  
Table 5-7.  Thermodynamic properties of rhodium-uranium compounds. 
 ∆𝑯𝟐𝟗𝟖.𝟏𝟓 𝑲
°  𝑺𝟐𝟗𝟖.𝟏𝟓 𝑲
°  cp = a + bT + cT-2 + dT2 (J·mol-1·K-1) 
Compound (J·mol-1) (J·mol-1·K-1) a b x 103 c d x 106 Tmax (°C) 
α-U4Rh3 -442,740 190.75 252.80 -67.99 -643620 109.25 720 
β-U4Rh3 -442,740 190.69 252.80 -67.99 -643620 109.25 1115 
U3Rh4 -461,180 196.10 274.26 -84.82 -678176 83.70 1450 
U3Rh5 -508,540 226.60 322.64 -104.14 -789868 84.71 1550 
URh3 -194,000 153.40 104.45 18.21 -610033 0 1700 
 
Finally the Gibbs energy expressions for the compounds in Table 5-7 are presented 
in Table 5-8. 
Table 5-8.  Gibbs energy expressions of compounds in U-Rh system. 
Compound Gibbs energy expression (J·mol-1) 
URh3 𝐺𝑈𝑅ℎ3 = −228000 + 555.0𝑇 − 104.445𝑇 ln 𝑇 − 0.0091027𝑇2 + 305016.5𝑇−1 
U3Rh4 𝐺𝑈3𝑅ℎ4 − 3𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 4𝐺𝑅ℎ
𝑓𝑐𝑐
= −485581 + 702.05𝑇 
U3Rh5 𝐺𝑈3𝑅ℎ5 − 3𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 5𝐺𝑅ℎ
𝑓𝑐𝑐
= −539033 + 858.53𝑇  
U4Rh3-L 𝐺𝑈4𝑅ℎ3−𝐿 − 4𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 3𝐺𝑅ℎ
𝑓𝑐𝑐
= −461330 + 569.68𝑇 
U4Rh3-H 𝐺𝑈4𝑅ℎ3−𝐻 − 𝐺𝑈4𝑅ℎ3−𝐿 = −557.763 − 1.12𝑇 
 
The calculated U-Rh phase diagram with metastable extrapolation curves is shown 
in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2.  Calculated U-Rh phase diagram with four compounds (1 atm) [this work]. 
5.4 U-Ru System 
Thermodynamic data derived in this work for the U-Ru system is presented here. 
5.4.1 Thermodynamic properties (U-Ru binary system) 
The lattice stabilities that are described in Section 2.2.1 and applied in Equation 5 
are presented in Table 5-9. 
Table 5-9.  Lattice stability and energy referencing of U-Ru system. 





















Liquid 4375.22  44.24  0 38589  43.33  0 
γ (bcc)
 
 3231.08  47.98  0 8169.00  30.82  0 
β  2790.73  53.25  0 0  28.53  18800  
α   0  50.29  0 - - 0 
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The interaction parameters for the solution phases of the U-Ru system are given in 
Table 5-10. 
Table 5-10.  Interaction parameters of solution phases in U-Ru system. 
System Excess Gibbs energy functions in Margules formalism (J·mol-1) 
Liquid [17] ∆𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑅𝑢𝑋𝑈[(−237307 + 10.82𝑇) + 127440𝑋𝑈] 
bcc (γ-U) ∆Gbcc
E = XRuXU[(-168500 + 43.68T) + 38560XU] (ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙) 
Tetragonal (β-U) ∆𝐺𝛽−𝑈
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑅𝑢𝑋𝑈[−90000] 
cph  ∆𝐺𝑐𝑝ℎ
𝐸 = 𝑋𝑅𝑢𝑋𝑈[−100000] (ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙) 
 
For the compounds selected as part of this evaluation of the U-Ru system, their 
thermodynamic properties are given in Table 5-11. 
Table 5-11.  Thermodynamic properties of ruthenium-uranium compounds. 
 ∆𝑯𝟐𝟗𝟖.𝟏𝟓 𝑲
°  𝑺𝟐𝟗𝟖.𝟏𝟓 𝑲
°  cp = a + bT + cT-2 + dT2 (J·mol-1·K-1) 
Compound (J·mol-1) (J·mol-1·K-1) a b x 103 c d x 106 Tmax (°C) 
U2Ru -123,770 103.40 76.75 3.12 -267026 52.05 937 
URu (low) -597,660 25.16 25.00 2.60 -94233 13.32 795 
URu (high) -597,700 25.16 25.00 2.60 -94233 13.32 1158 
U3Ru4 -375,880 196.30 172.41 24.99 -682424 75.44 1163 
U3Ru5 -389,220 241.90 195.33 33.12 -795178 74.38 1182 
URu3 -144,700 145.30 101.22 18.46 -471814 0 1850 
 
Finally, the Gibbs energy expressions for the compounds in Table 5-11 are 
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Table 5-12.  Gibbs energy expressions of compounds in U-Ru system. 
Compound Gibbs energy expression (J·mol-1) 
URu3 𝐺𝑈𝑅𝑢3 = −177240 + 540.77𝑇 − 101.224𝑇 ln𝑇 − 0.009230𝑇2 + 235907𝑇−1 
U3Ru4 𝐺𝑈3𝑅𝑢4 − 3𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 4𝐺𝑅𝑢
ℎ𝑐𝑝
= −375879 + 68.8𝑇 
U3Ru5 𝐺𝑈3𝑅𝑢5 − 3𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 5𝐺𝑅𝑢
ℎ𝑐𝑝
= −389217 + 51.8𝑇 
URu-L 𝐺𝑈𝑅𝑢−𝐿 − 0.52𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 0.48𝐺𝑅𝑢
ℎ𝑐𝑝
= −59766.5 + 14.68𝑇 
URu-H 𝐺𝑈𝑅𝑢−𝐻 − 𝐺𝑈𝑅𝑢−𝐿 = −3.108 − 0.00057𝑇 
U2Ru 𝐺𝑈2𝑅𝑢 − 2𝐺𝑈
𝛼−𝑈 − 𝐺𝑅𝑢
ℎ𝑐𝑝
= −123773 + 25.58𝑇 
 
The remaining problem is that the β-U and γ-U regions are still standing alone in 
the metastable phase diagram.  A metastable isotherm appears as a three phase equilibrium 
at the Ru-rich side.  In evaluations of the U-Rh and U-Pd systems, it is shown during the 
optimization process that the metastable isotherms should appear at the U-rich side and 
form an integrated solution-phase metastable phase diagram.  To realize this, a new set of 
interaction parameters has to be calculated.  Although the area of such a phase (in this case, 
cph phase) is small, its effect on higher order phase diagrams must be considerable [111]. 
Figure 5-3 is a U-Ru phase diagram thermodynamically assessed in this work with 
the hcp phase region added.  
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Figure 5-3.  U-Ru phase diagram with hcp phase region is added. 
5.5 Ternary and Pseudo Ternary Phase Diagrams 
The optimized ternary interaction parameters are listed in Table 5-13.   
Table 5-13.  Ternary interaction parameters. 
Phase Interaction i* j k A B Reference 
Liquid Pd Ru Rh 1 1 1 -525000 0 [16] 
U Rh Pd 1 1 1 -234000 0 This work 
U Rh Ru 1 1 1 -124000 0 This work 
U Ru Pd 1 1 1 -300000 0 This work 
fcc Pd Ru Rh 1 1 1 -40000 0 [16] 
U Rh Pd 1 1 1 -223000 0 This work 
cph Pd Ru Rh 1 1 1 -90000 0 [16] 
*i, j, and k are index of the interaction constituents used in the excess Gibbs energy expression 
5.5.1 Calculated U-Rh-Pd phase diagram at 1050 °C  
After the ternary interaction parameters were established, the U-Rh-Pd phase 
diagram is shown in Figure 5-4, in which all the solution phases and compound phases are 
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Figure 5-4.  Adjusted U-Rh-Pd phase diagram at 1050 °C, 1 atm. 
The detailed list of phase from Figure 5-4 are presented in Table 5-14, below. 
Table 5-14.  A detailed list of phases in different phase regions for Figure 5-4. 
Phase Region Phases Phase Region Phases 
1 bcc 11 U3Rh5 + URh3 + UPd3 
2 bcc + Liquid 12 URh3 + UPd3 + fcc 
3 Liquid 13 URh3 + fcc 
4 U4Rh3 + Liquid 14 URh3 + fcc + fcc#2 
5 U4Rh3 + U3Rh4 + Liquid 15 URh3 + fcc 
6 U3Rh4 + Liquid 16 UPd3 + fcc 
7 U3Rh4 + U5Pd6 + Liquid 17 UPd3 + UPd4 + fcc 
8 U5Pd6 + Liquid 18 UPd4 + fcc 
9 U5Pd6 + U3Rh4 + UPd3 19 fcc + fcc#2 
10 U3Rh4 + U3Rh5 + UPd3 20 fcc 
 
5.5.2 Calculated UMe3 Binary Phase Diagrams 
After the establishment of the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system and based on the re-
assessed thermodynamic data for the UMe3 compounds (UPd3, URh3, and UPd3), quasi-
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binary phase diagrams that were not available before this work can be calculated.  
The calculated URu3-URh3 phase diagram is shown in Figure 5-5. 
 
Figure 5-5.  Calculated URu3-URh3 phase diagram. 
The calculated URu3-UPd3 phase diagram is shown in Figure 5-6. 
 
Figure 5-6.  Calculated URu3-UPd3 phase diagram. 
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The calculated URh3-UPd3 phase diagram is shown in Figure 5-7. 
 
Figure 5-7.  Calculated URh3-UPd3 phase diagram. 
Although all the three quasi-phase diagrams are simple in form, they predict phase 
boundaries, eutectic compositions and eutectic temperatures of the binary systems (Table 
5-15) and can be used in URu3-URh3-UPd3 phase diagram calculations.  
Table 5-15.  Calculated eutectic compositions and temperatures for binary UMe3 
Systems. 
System Melting point of compounds (°C) Eutectic properties 
A B A B XA Teu  (°C) 
URu3 UPd3 1725 1680 0.340 1354 
URu3 URh3 1725 1700 0.504 1217 
URh3 UPd3 1700 1680 0.485 1227 
 
5.5.3 Calculated URu3-URh3-UPd3 phase diagrams 
The U-Pd-Rh-Ru thermodynamic model provides equilibrium isothermal sections 
and isopleths at any temperature or composition.  For instance, in comparison with the 
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experimental UPd3-URh3-URu3 diagram constructed by Kurosaki and Uno [38] (see Figure 
3-22), an equilibrium isothermal section at 1400 °C (1673 K) can be readily calculated and 
plotted (Figure 5-8).  In this phase diagram, a Liquid-phase region is reasonably illustrated, 
which was missing in Figure 3-22 [38], due to the extreme difficulty in phase-equilibrium 
observation at the high temperature measurement.   
 
Figure 5-8.  Calculated UPd3-URh3-URu3 isothermal section at 1400 °C, 1 atm. 
A liquidus projection above the eutectic temperatures of the three binary system is 
shown in Figure 5-9 in which the contraction or expansion of the contours of liquidus can 
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Figure 5-9.  Calculated liquidus projection of the UMe3 ternary isothermal section 
between 900-1750 °C and at 1 atm. 
In comparison with Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9 provides the liquidus profiles at various 
temperatures, and the temperature interval can be changed freely.  
Furthermore, the ternary eutectic point is found to be at 37.78 at.% UPd3, 41.93 
at.% URh3, 20.23 at.% URu3, and at 1129.85 °C (point 1 in Figure 5-10). 
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Figure 5-10.  Calculation of the ternary eutectic point (1) of UMe3 system at 1 atm. 
Figure 5-10 illustrates the interpolation to the point 1 (the ternary eutectic point) 
and the three continuous lines represent the contracting tracks of the three binary eutectic 
points as the concentration of the third species increases.   
5.5.4 The liquidus projections of U-Rh-Pd ternary system 
By means of this quaternary thermodynamic model, liquidus projections of all the 
three ternary systems can be predicted.  In Figure 5-11, the liquidus projection for the U-
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Figure 5-11.  Calculated U-Rh-Pd liquidus projections from 600-2400 °C, 1 atm. 
This liquidus projections show that at low temperatures (800-900 °C), Liquid phase 
forms at U-rich side along the U-Rh and U-Pd axes (begin from the bcc-side eutectic 
temperatures—the purple lines).  As temperature increases, one integrated Liquid phase 
forms and then, due to the influences of the formation of different compounds it separates 
again (the blue and green lines).  As U-Rh and U-Ru systems have two separate eutectic 
reactions, the U-Rh-Ru ternary system should have two ternary eutectic points at upper and 
lower parts of Figure 5-12.  The liquidus projections of U-Ru-Rh and U-Ru-Pd will be 
shown in next section together with their isothermal sections at 1050 °C. 
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5.5.5 U-Ru-Pd and U-Ru-Rh systems 
Currently, no experimental phase diagrams are available in the literature for these 
two ternary systems.  From Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-5, it is known the number of 
compounds in the U-Ru system is larger than U-Rh system, the ternary isothermal sections 
are more complex than that of U-Rh-Pd system.  The isothermal sections at 1050 °C are 
given in Figure 5-12. 
 
Figure 5-12.  Calculated isothermal section of U-Ru-Rh system at 1050 °C, 1 atm. 
The U-Ru-Rh isothermal section at 1050 °C predicted by this model is labelled by 
numbers and the phase in each region is listed in Table 5-16: 
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Table 5-16.  Phase regions and phases on U-Ru-Rh isothermal section. 
Phase region Phases Phase region Phases 
1 bcc 11 URu3 + U3Rh4 + U3Rh5 
2 bcc + Liq.  12 URu3 + URh3 + U3Rh5 
3 Liq. 13 fcc + URu3 
4 U4Rh3 + Liq. 14 fcc + hcp + URh3 
5 Liq. + URu-H  15 hcp + URh3 
6 Liq. + URu-H + U4Rh3-H 16 hcp + URh3 + URu3 
7 URu-H + U4Rh3-H +U3Rh4 17 hcp + URu3 
8 URu-H + U3Rh4 + U3Ru4 18 fcc  
9 U3Rh4 + U3Ru5 + U3Rh4 19 hcp 
10 URu3 + U3Rh4 + U3Ru5   
 
The liquidus projection of the U-Ru-Rh ternary system is shown in Figure 5-13.  
 
Figure 5-13.  Calculated liquidus projections of U-Ru-Rh system (800-2400 °C, 1 atm). 
Figure 5-14 shows the calculated ternary isothermal section of U-Ru-Pd system at 
1050 °C. 
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Figure 5-14.  Calculated isothermal section of U-Ru-Pd system at 1050 °C, 1 atm. 
The U-Ru-Pd isothermal section at 1050 °C predicted by this model is labelled by 
numbers and the phases in each region is listed Table 5-17.  
Table 5-17.  Phase regions and phases on U-Ru-Pd isothermal section. 
Phase region Phases Phase region Phases 
1 bcc 11 URu3 + UPd3 + U5Pd6 
2 bcc + Liq. 12 cph +URu3 + UPd3  
3 Liq. 13 cph + UPd3 
4 URu-H + Liq. 14 cph + UPd3 + UPd4 
5 Liq. + U5Pd6 15 fcc + cph + URh4 
6 Liq. + URu-H + U3Ru4 16 cph + URu3  
7 Liq. + U3Ru4 17 cph 
8 Liq. + U3Ru4 + U5Pd6 18 fcc + cph 
9 U3Ru4 + U3Ru5 + U5Pd6 19 fcc + UPd4 
10 URu3 + U3Ru5 + U5Pd6 20 fcc  
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The predicted liquidus projection is illustrated in Figure 5-15. 
 
Figure 5-15.  Calculated liquidus projections of U-Ru-Pd system (800-2400 °C, 1 atm). 
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6 Discussion 
6.1 Preliminary Remarks 
In evaluating the phase diagrams that were presented in Chapter 5, it was necessary 
to consider all the data presented in Chapter 3 and apply the methodology presented in 
Chapter 4.  In examining the data closely, it soon becomes apparent that there are 
competing and conflicting results.  For example, which compounds are stable?  Or which 
eutectic temperature is the most credible and where would the eutectic composition be, and 
what might be the compositions at this reaction? 
In this chapter, a critical review of the evaluations presented as results (in other 
words the evaluations to be accepted going forward) against the experimental data of 
Chapter 3 will be presented.  Rationale will be given as to why certain data were selected 
and others not. 
6.2 U-Pd System 
During the 1950’s and 1960’s, among the three U-Me subsystems, the U-Pd system 
was the most frequently explored and it had been the most controversial one.  It is 
controversial not only in phase diagram data, but also in thermodynamic property 
measurements of the compounds, e.g., the enthalpy of formation of UPd3 which is 
discussed in Sections 3.3 and 7.2. 
When the extensively accepted U-Pd phase diagram (Figure 3-4) was compiled into 
the Phase Diagram Updates section of the Journal of Phase Equilibria in 1993 [112], the 
editor made three important comments:  
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i. The liquidus about UPd3 is too asymmetric; 
ii. The liquidus and solidus of Liquid + fcc region seem to cross one another when 
extrapolated into U-rich side; and 
iii. Regarding UPd8, an atomic ratio of 1:8 is rare for binary compounds. 
In other words, some phase boundaries in this diagram are thermodynamically 
improbable. 
Considering the instruments and methods used by different authors, e.g., thermal 
analysis (TA), differential thermal analysis (DTA), XRD, metallography, EPMA etc., the 
discrepancies are far beyond the ranges of random errors and/or system errors contributed 
by the instruments.  Contamination of samples by materials from the sample containers has 
been reported in U-Pd phase diagram determinations [92,99].  The worst case scenario 
might be the co-existence of a contaminant and a catalyst, e.g., when a BeO or ZrO2 
crucible and a platinum element are coexisting in the U-Me phase diagram determinations. 
The purpose of a thermodynamic evaluation is not just to imitate an experimental 
phase diagram, but also to validate it.  When the lattice stabilities used in such an evaluation 
are reliable, the evaluation results may be used to identify experimental contradictions.  In 
this work, an alternative optimizing scheme is adopted and used for identification of a few 
major experimental fallacies.  No one can perform a measurement without a container for 
the sample, but a reliable thermodynamic model can predict the result without the 
interference of the beryllium existing in experiments.  This is why thermodynamic 
evaluations are beneficial in such complicated systems. 
In the following sub-sections, phase boundary features will be discussed in detail.   
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6.2.1 The liquidus 
Liquidus data in the U-Pd system were provided either partially or over the full 
range of the composition by four groups of scientists.  The U-rich part will be discussed in 
detail in Section 6.2.3.  The liquidus between 50-75 at.% by Park et al. [99] are higher in 
temperature than that of Catterall et al. [92] in the range of 50-75 at.% Pd, but about the 
same beyond 75 at.% Pd.  In the range of 75-100 at.% Pd, Terekhov et al. [93] gave a very 
complicated liquidus profile (Figure 3-14), but it is unreliable because parts of the liquidus 
violate thermodynamic principles.  It is doubtful that they could use thermocouples at the 
temperature limits of the application of thermocouples and produce data with very small 
errors.  Moreover, there seems to be no contamination effect in their experiments as most 
other scientists had confronted.  In thermodynamic assessments, the calculated liquidus in 
the range of 75-83 at.% Pd are very smooth, showing peritectic behaviour, instead of a 
eutectic reaction with a deep valley on the hypo-stoichiometric side of UPd4.  In their 
thermal analysis experiments, thermocouples were used even at temperatures above 1600 
°C.  The minimum temperature difference of the liquidus and solidus was shown as small 
as 25 °C, which is a very small uncertainty range.  This defies all the difficulties in 
temperature measurement confronted by other experimentalists of U-Me phase diagrams.   
Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 are comparisons of the calculated U-Pd phase diagram 
(this work) with experimental data from various sources.   
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Figure 6-1.  Calculated U-Pd phase diagram with Catterall et al. [92] data at 1 atm. 
 
 



















































































 Eutectic isotherm 
□ beta-gamma transformation 
◊ alpha-beta transformation 
○ Park et al. [99] data that fits or is close 
to Catterall et al. [92] diagram 
▲ Park et al. [99] data that disagree with 
Catterall et al. [92] data 
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As can be clearly seen from the diagrams of Park et al. [99] and Catterall et al. [92], 
the data points of the liquidus and solidus between 85 – 100 at.% Pd are sparse.  Both of 
these groups changed from thermocouples to pyrometers at high temperatures.  In the 
partial phase diagram by Terekhov et al. [93] the experimental points are so neatly 
distributed (see Figure 3-14) that it gives people an impression that the error of the 
measurements is very small, as small as less than ±5 °C.  By means of the new optimization 
scheme, the calculated liquidus is between that of Park et al. [99] and that of Catterall et 
al. [92] at Pd-rich side (See the black circles and the red circles (liquidus data) in the range 
of 45-75 at.% Pd in Figure 6-3).  In Figure 6-3, phase boundary data from Terekhov et al. 
[93] and Pells [100] are included.  
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The calculated figures show that the liquidus and solidus (metastable parts) about 
the fcc + Liquid region do not cross over each other as they are extrapolated into U-rich 
side in this model.  
Table 6-1 lists typical liquidus data from the four groups of experimentalists and 
the results of the thermodynamic assessment in this work showing the obvious 
experimental discrepancies.  The predicted values by thermodynamic evaluation are 
included for comparison.  
Table 6-1.  Liquidus data of U-Pd system from different groups [92, 93, 99, 100]. 
 Liquidus Temperature (°C) 
𝒙𝑷𝒅 Catterall et al. 
[92] 
Park et al. [99] Pells [100] Terekhov et al. 
[93] 
This work 
0.1 1050 1060   1085 
0.2 1020 1015   961 
0.3 1010 1010   943 
0.4 1015 1030   1035 
0.5 1070 1140   1106 
0.6 1250 1380   1308 
0.7 1540 1600   1631 
0.75 1640 1680 1620 >1500* 1680 
0.8 1505 1500 1515 1570 1634 
0.85 1300 1302 1310 1390 1475 
0.9 1360 1390 1360 1460 1361 
0.95 1470 1485 -† 1520 1453 
6.2.2 Solubility limit of U in Pd (fcc solid solution phase)  
The fcc phase plays a very important role in U-Pd system, as well as in U-Rh-Pd 
ternary system.  Unlike the fcc phase in U-Rh system and the cph phase in U-Ru system 
where the solubility of U in Rh or Ru are less than 2 at.%, the solubility of U in Pd in U-
Pd system was determined to be 22 at.% U (Catterall et al. [92]), 15 at.% U (by Pells [100]) 
                                                     
* Accurate data not available because the composition range does not include this composition in the phase 
diagram. 
† Data not available because the composition range does not include this composition in the phase diagram. 
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and 11 at.% U (by Park et al. [99]), respectively.  This thermodynamic evaluation shows 
that the limit is close to 10 at.% U.  
6.2.3 U-rich side eutectic composition and temperatures 
For ease of comparison, the measured eutectic properties are listed in Table 6-2. 




Temperature (°C) Figure No. Year 
Catterall et al. [92] 37.4 998 Figure 3-11 1956 
Park and Buzzard [98] 25.0 996 NA 1956 
Park et al. [99] 23.5 1008 Figure 3-12 1963 
Calculated value 23.1 888 Figure 5-1 2014 
 
The considerable discrepancies among the different measurements can be shown 
pictorially in Figure 6-4, where both the data of maximum U solubility in Pd (the fcc solid 
solution) and the U-rich side eutectic point from different groups of researchers are 
displayed using different color.  The horizontal lines on the U-rich side (about 10-50 at.% 
Pd) represent the controversial eutectic isotherms obtained in different experiments; the 
vertical lines (black, blue, purple, maroon, and green) on the Pd-rich side (80-100 at.% Pd) 
represent inconsistent solubility determinations.  It is shown that some of the vertical lines 
are either longer or shorter than a phase boundary on the upper side because the phase 
transition temperature measured by different authors were slightly different.  
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Figure 6-4.  Typical experimental discrepancies in U-Pd phase diagram determinations 
and the thermodynamically assessed phase boundaries (grey lines) at 1 atm. 
The maximum difference in the eutectic composition between the experiments was 
13.9 at.%.  A similar problem occurred in U-Rh system, but not as much as this.  These 
discrepancies cannot be accounted for only by random error or systematic error in 
measurements, but are believed to be due to the beryllia crucible contaminations.  Both 
Park et al. [99] and Catterall et al. [92] mentioned the contamination of BeO and ZrO2 
crucibles in their experiments.  Although some compromising were adopted, the effect 
persisted.  Comparing the phase diagrams of nine U-transition metals (Fe, Ru, Os, Co, Rh, 
Ir, Ni, Pd, and Pt), a conclusion can be drawn that U reacts with Be and a very stable 
compound with high melting point (UBe13) is formed with Pd as a catalyst (a catalytic 
mechanism is proposed in Section 6.6.2.3.3).  This makes the U-Pd phase diagram 
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1. Catterall et al. [92] pointed out that chemical analysis revealed the 
contamination of the samples by crucible materials, including zirconia crucibles 
and beryllia crucibles, and they believed that the latter is better than the former.  
Park et al. [99] also mentioned the “rapid reaction with the crucible materials 
used” within 40-80 at.% Pd, but still, they had underestimated the reaction 
outside of this range.  Beryllia crucible were used by both groups. 
2. R.W. Buzzard, the co-author of Park on “Constitution of Uranium and Platinum 
Metals” [98], proposed the U-Be binary phase diagram (Figure 6-5) in 1953 
[113], in which he showed that U reacts with Be and form a γ-U + UBe13 
eutectic isotherm at 1090 °C.  The melting point of UBe13 is extremely high: 
about 2000 °C.  The formation of this compound, with coexisting catalytic 
elements like Rh, Pd, and Pt, may have raised the eutectic temperature.   The 
isotherm is not that of a binary system anymore.  An experimental U-Be-Pd 
phase diagram would be helpful in solving this problem, but one is unavailable.  
 
Figure 6-5.  U-rich part of U-Be phase diagram by Buzzard [113]. 
3. The instruments used in determining eutectic points need to be improved.  Park 
et al. [99] used thermal analysis alone which had caused difficulty in 
determining the U-rich side eutectic point in U-Rh system: without phase 
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identification they attributed a nearby liquidus point (20.5 at.% Pd, 897 °C) to 
the left side of the “eutectic point” they decided, and led to a higher eutectic 
composition and a concave liquidus that are not supported by thermodynamic 
evaluations.  Catterall et al. [92] adopted microscopic observation, which 
cannot determine the chemical substances in the samples, but depends on the 
magnification of the microscope and expertise of the observers.  For instance, 
the method may fail to identify the existence of UBe13 as a contaminant that 
may exert non-negligible heat effect, and therefore, interfere the eutectic 
temperature measurement.  To improve the results, more factors have to be 
considered and more advanced techniques should be explored.   
4. The trend of the eutectic composition and temperature change can be 
summarized by means of a comparison of the uranium-main platinum metal 
phase diagrams in the middle part of periodic table (Table 6-3).  In comparison, 
the eutectic temperatures and compositions of the U and group 10 elements are 
obviously higher than that of U and group 8 and group 9 elements.   
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Table 6-3.  A comparison of U-Me′ systems in terms of U-rich side eutectic features. 





(In terms of Me′) 
Eutectic 
Temperature 
Other Features Source 
at.% wt.% °C 
U-Fe 32.62 10.2 725 Compounds on both sides [60] 
U-Ru 18.5  876  [17] 
18.5  886  [42,95] 
18.5  882  This work 
U-Os 21.37* 18.0 970 Compounds on both sides [60] 
* Comparing with other group elements, this value should be less than 20%, or in a range of 15-
18.5%.  





(In terms of Me′) 
Eutectic 
Temperature 
Other Features Source 
at.% wt.% °C 
U-Co ~30  <900 Estimated from a ternary 
phase diagram at 900 °C.  
Should be lower than 865 °C. 
[114] 
U-Rh 24.5  865  [42,95] 
17.5  865  This work 
U-Ir 15.03 12.5 914  [60] 
 





(In terms of Me′) 
Eutectic 
Temperature 
Other Features Source 
at.% wt.% °C 
U-Ni 33.39 11.0 740  [60] 
U-Pd 37.4  998  [92] 
23.5  1008*  [99] 
23.1  888  This work 
U-Pt 12.0  1005  [98] 
*Comparing with eutectic temperature of U-Ni and U-Pt, this value is too high 
5. The experimental eutectic temperature features of Pd and Pt are extremely 
similar (i.e., both of them have a typical double-isotherm around 1000 °C 
(Table 6-4)) and very different from other uranium-platinum phase diagrams.  
In all these approaches, beryllia crucibles were used.  
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Table 6-4.  Comparison of eutectic properties of U-Pd and U-Pt systems. 
System Eutectic temperature 
(°C) 
UMe* decomposition temperature 
(°C) 
Reference 
U-Pd 998 950 [98] 
1008 994 [99] 
U-Pt 1005 961 [98,115] 
* Here, Me = Pd or Pt 
Based on these facts and the thermodynamic evaluation, the discrepancies in these 
systems should have been caused by the contamination of the crucible materials, i.e., the 
reaction of U with Be and the reactant is UBe13. 
The contamination is not limited to the eutectic determination and fcc boundary 
determination.  It exerts influence in the whole range of composition and temperature of 
this system in different degrees.  Therefore, there is a potential need in analysis and 
clarification of the contamination reaction and its mechanism (See Section 6.6.2).  
6.2.4 The Compounds 
6.2.4.1 UPd and U5Pd6 
Park and Buzzard [98] did not detect these two compounds (UPd and U5Pd6) in 
1956.  Park pointed out clearly in their 1963 report that “the contamination present in the 
metallographic specimens interfered with the collection of reliable X-ray data.” [99].  
Although they confirmed the existence of the two compounds first established by Catterall 
et al. [92], but “with some mental reservations.”  Catterall et al. [92] acknowledged that 
the existence of these two compounds was established by microscopy* (only) because the 
unsatisfactory nature of the samples defied phase identification as well as X-ray diffraction 
                                                     
* In most cases, microscopy is relatively a “primitive” tool in phase identification because the premise of the 
method is to know what atoms or molecules or other particles are in the samples.  A microscope cannot be 
used to identify these particles without verification by other methods. 
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analysis.  The structures of these two compounds were listed as unknown on the summary 
by Okamoto in 1993 [112].  In 1994, in order to measure the magnetic properties of these 
compounds, Nishioka et al. [116] attempted to prepare the UPd and U5Pd6 samples in their 
laboratory, and they failed in synthesis of the UPd samples.  Nevertheless, they 
successfully obtained “a single phase of U5Pd6” and carried out measurements of magnetic 
susceptibility, magnetization, electricity resistivity and heat capacity of U5Pd6 at very low 
temperatures, e.g., for high-field magnetization isotherms within 4.2-14 K.   
Nishioka et al. [116] were fully aware of the fact that, in the accepted U-Pd phase 
diagram, U5Pd6 is not stable below 980 °C, but they acknowledged that they successfully 
obtained another similar compound (UAu3) that is unstable at low temperatures [117] and 
can be kept for a very long time in another research.  However, the so-called UAu3 was 
later found to be U14Au51 in 1988 by Palenzona and Cirafici [118] and it is shown in the 
new U-Au phase diagram to be stable down to 0 °C.  For U5Pd6, similar phenomenon can 
occur: it might be another species nearby and is stable down to 0 °C (Figure 6-6).  Or, it 
simply does not exist in the U-Pd system.  In addition, on the Be-Pd phase diagram [119], 
the compound BePd and Be3Pd4 have the same or very similar atomic ratios as UPd and 
U5Pd6.  
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Figure 6-6.  U-Au phase diagram in which UAu3 had been replaced by U14Au51 that is 
stable above 0 °C [118]. 
In the approach by Okamoto and Massalski [117], they tried two possible solutions 
for the problematic liquidus shown in Figure 6-7 by adding an unknown compound 
between Au3U2 and U in Figures 13 and 14 of their paper, and in both of the figures UAu3 
is predicted to be stable above 700 °C.  In addition, Okamoto and Massalski [117] 
concluded that thermodynamic modelling revealed improbable features in phase diagrams 
and clarified “subtle changes in the shape of phase boundaries which would be quite 
difficult to detect experimentally.”  The case of U5Pd6 here is very similar to that of UAu3.  
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Figure 6-7.  Au-U phase diagram in which Au3U is shown unstable below about 1000 °C 
[117]. 
Kleykamp and Kang [37], who combined the available parts of the phase diagrams 
by Catterall et al. [92] and Terekhov et al. [93] into the presently “accepted” U-Pd phase 
diagram, failed in accommodating U5Pd6 in their experimental determinations of the U-
Rh-Pd ternary isotherm at 1050 °C (see Section 3.6.1).  Thermodynamic calculation in this 
work shows that the calculated enthalpy of formation of U5Pd6 is unreasonably negative in 
comparison with other compounds existing in this system (See Table 6-5) and the alleged 
U5Pd6 is stable down to 0 K.  Moreover, although Nishioka et al. [116] successfully 
obtained the single phase sample, they acknowledged that, like Catterall et al. [92] and 
Park et al. [99], they failed in determining the crystal structure due to the low degree of 
symmetry of the crystal structure of the sample. 
The calculated enthalpy of formation of U5Pd6 in this work is unexpectedly more 
negative than all the other compounds existing in this system (underlined in Table 6-5). 
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Table 6-5.  Calculated thermodynamic properties of U-Pd system. 
 UPd U5Pd6 UPd3 UPd4 UPd8 
∆𝑯𝟐𝟗𝟖𝑲
𝟎  (J∙mol-1) -165,500 -1,110,000 -210,500 -236,200 -407,700 
𝑺𝟐𝟗𝟖𝑲
𝟎  (J∙mol-1 K-1) 39.45 85.00 176.35 192.50 200.00 
 
To summarise, the existence of UPd and U5Pd6 needs to be re-examined by 
carefully planning new experiments with adequate materials and technology. 
6.2.4.2 UPd3 
This compound certainly exists.  However, its experimental enthalpy of formation 
data is uncertain.  Thermodynamic evaluation of this value is lower than all existing data, 
but still reasonable in comparison to values for URu3 and URh3 (See 7.2). 
6.2.4.3 UPd4 
The compound has a broad range of homogeneity according to Pells [100] and 
Terekhov et al. [93].  However, in the experimental re-examination by Park, Fickle, and 
Mullen [99], the compound is stoichiometric.  For the sake of a clear illustration of phase 
relationships, especially in ternary isothermal sections, and considering Park, Fickle, and 
Mullen [99] had treated it as a line compound, it is treated as a stoichiometric compound 
in this work.  There have been no arguments on its existence; however, in the calculated 
phase diagram in this work it is found to be unstable at low temperatures.  
6.2.4.4 UPd8 
UPd8 was first detected by Pells [100] and later confirmed by Terekhov et al. [93], 
but it had never appeared in phase diagrams by Park et al. [98,99].  Although the 
thermodynamic properties are missing, the new model can predict the values and they can 
serve as a guide for future studies. 
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6.2.5 Compound models 
U-Me systems contain many compounds.  In U-Ru and U-Rh systems, all the 
compounds are stoichiometric; however, in U-Pd system, the results from different groups 
of scientists are controversial.  As will be discussed in Section 6.6.2, potential 
contamination effects have been identified in this work based on analyses of different phase 
diagrams, their experimental conditions, related phase diagrams (such as U-Be, U-Pt, etc.), 
and the thermodynamic evaluation results.  Therefore, it is important to wisely choose 
stoichiometric compound models so that they meet both the requirements of evaluation 
precision and the simplicity of the model.  In addition to the newly established optimizing 
scheme (Figure 4-2), balanced choices are also made on the basis of the dependability of 
the work done by the different groups, justification through all the comparisons, analyses 
and thermodynamic evaluations during this work.  
6.2.5.1 Binary compounds in U-Ru, U-Rh, and U-Pd systems 
In the three U-Me subsystems, U2Ru, URu, U3Ru4, U3Ru5, URu3 (in U-Ru system); 
U4Rh3, U3Rh4, U3Rh5, URh3 (in U-Rh system) are recognized as stoichiometric compounds 
by the experimentalists, and accordingly, they are treated as stoichiometric compounds in 
this work.  In U-Pd system, however, UPd, U5Pd6, and UPd3 were first identified as 
compounds with narrow homogeneities by Catterall et al. [92] in 1956, but failed to 
identify the compounds beyond 75 at.% Pd.  Instead, they concluded that the fcc solution 
phase extends from 78 to 100 at.% Pd.  In 1963, Pells [100] studied the Pd-rich side of the 
phase diagram and specified the existence of the following compounds: UPd3, UPd4, UPd5, 
U2Pd11, and U2Pd17, of which, UPd4 and UPd5 were identified as non-stoichiometric.  In 
1968, Terekhov et al. [93] re-examined the Pd-rich part U-Pd phase diagram and denied 
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the existence of UPd5, U2Pd11, and U2Pd17 while confirming the existence of UPd4 and 
UPd8.  In this phase diagram, UPd3 and UPd8 are stoichiometric, but UPd4 is not.   
A group of American scientists had been working on experimental U related phase 
diagrams since the 1950s and many phase diagrams were published during the 1950s and 
1960s, including U-Ru, U-Rh, U-Pt, and U-Pd systems.  Park and Buzzard [98] published 
tentative phase diagrams of several U related systems in 1956, including the U-rich part of 
U-Pd system.  In this phase diagram, no UPd and U5Pd6 were detected in the region that 
these two compounds appeared in Catterall et al. [92] phase diagram.  The existence of 
these two compounds was discussed in detail in Section 6.2.4.  In 1963, Park, Fickle, and 
Mullen [99] submitted a detailed report re-examining the whole composition range of the 
U-Pd phase diagram, on which both UPd3 and UPd4 were treated as stoichiometric 
compounds.  Some data in this report are unique and important because they are consistent 
with the thermodynamic evaluation results obtained before this forgotten report was found.  
Some phase boundary data or isotherm temperatures in other experimental phase diagram 
could not be validated by thermodynamic calculations at all, such as the solubility of U in 
Pd (the fcc solid solution on the Pd-rich side) and the U-rich side eutectic composition.  
Based on this new discovery [99], all the four compounds in U-Pd system are treated as 
stoichiometric compounds in this work.  
6.2.5.2 Comments on the existence of ternary compounds 
Experimental ternary phase diagrams related to U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system are 
rarely found.  For this work, the only available ternary phase diagram is the U-Rh-Pd 
isothermal section at 1050 °C published in 1991 by Kleykamp and Kang [37].  In the hand-
drawn phase diagram in their paper, four, very small, three-phase regions were specified, 
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but each of them were determined uses only one data set.  The experimental data are very 
precious, but need to be re-evaluated.  It is found during thermodynamic evaluation that 
the demarcation of the phase boundaries in the phase diagram by Kleykamp and Kang [37] 
is questionable because some phase regions obviously violate the phase law.   
In Table 6 of their paper, Kleykamp and Kang [37] used the following chemical 
formulae to represent the compound phases: UM2, U3M4, U3M5, and U4M3 (where M=Rh 
+ Pd).  It seems that these are ternary compounds but the ratio of Rh and Pd is not specified.  
In the ternary phase diagram (Figure 4 in the original paper; Figure 3-20 in this thesis), 
however, only the terminal compounds are labelled.  This suggests that the four horizontal 
lines in the figure represent ternary compounds, but UM2 and U4M3 are not shown on the 
phase diagram.  On the contrary, the longest horizontal line is between URh3 and UPd3 
without UM3 detected in Table 6 in [37].  According to the tie lines between the U3M4 
horizontal line and the URh3 - UPd3 horizontal line, the “two-phase” equilibrium should 
be between U3M4 and UM3 ternary compounds, but in Table 6 of the paper no U3M4 is 
shown, which should be in equilibria with UM3.  All these phenomena illustrate that some 
of the experimental data were misinterpreted by the authors. 
It is still a mystery why these compounds lose metallic character when the size of 
the unit cell of a metallic compound increases.  The complex intermetallics show apparent 
localization of electronic states, loss of conductivity, opening of gaps, softening with no 
work hardening etc. [120].  In short, the crystal cells of CMAs (Complex Metallic Alloys) 
become so large that non-metallic properties overwhelm the metallic properties.  For such 
large crystal cells, it is common to have “room” for accommodating free atoms in the 
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system.  Therefore, the “ternary compounds” identified by Kleykamp and Kang [37] might 
not be true ternary compounds, but binary in nature. 
In order to discuss the concept of ternary compounds in the U-Me systems, some 
confusions in using terms like solution, phase and inclusion need to be elaborated.  The 
main points are as follows:  
1. An inclusion in used nuclear fuel does not necessarily mean that the 
inclusion is a single uniform phase or solution at any specific temperature.  
An inclusion can be a coagulation of some smaller particles with similar 
properties.  In other words, an inclusion may contain different phases.  
2. Compounds with same crystal structure (e.g., Cu3Au) may not dissolve into 
each other at all temperature or composition ranges.   
3. The definition of a phase is the substance that has a unique X-ray spectrum 
profile.  URu3, URh3, and UPd3 have their own unique X-ray spectrum 
profiles [38].  
According to thermodynamic evaluation results, URh3 and UPd3 do not exist as one 
solution phase below 1354 °C. 
Recently, Dshemuchadse and Steurer [121] performed a statistical study on ternary 
intermetallic compounds.  They concluded that not all so-called ternary compounds have 
been well studied.  They pointed out that: 
Indeed, a considerable number of structure types of ternary intermetallics are 
binary.  These ternary compounds are partially inherently disordered if the binary 
structure types can be described with only two independent Wyckoff positions in 
the respective space group, e.g., cF24-Cu2Mg, cP4-Cu3Au
*, cP2-CsCl etc. [121] 
                                                     
* The cP4-Cu3Au space group is directly related to the structures of UMe3 compounds studied in this work.  
The bold font in the quotation is used by the author for the sake of emphasis.  
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In addition, it is notable that URh3 and UPd3 do not have the same crystal structure 
(TiNi3 for UPd3 and Cu3Au for URh3). 
To conclude, the U-Pd phase diagram is not one that has been well studied 
experimentally.  The experimentalists had misinterpreted or over classified the phase 
boundaries.  The experimental methods used failed to detect some of the trace amount 
phases or with weaker X-ray diffraction patterns.  Because of these experimental problems, 
the thermodynamic model does not exactly replicate the only experimental phase diagram 
for U-Rh-Pd [37], but instead calculates the phase boundaries according to the compound 
formulae in the corresponding binary phase diagrams.  In this way an overall relationship 
of phases on the ternary phase diagrams was obtained.  Furthermore, the thermodynamic 
evaluation results prove that the calculated U-Rh-Pd phase diagram is reasonable in all 
aspects: no violation of the phase rule, and the four three-phase data set obtained by 
Kleykamp and Kang [37] fall into the four calculated three-phase regions respectively.  
Undeniably, there are possibilities that in XRD determinations of the samples by Kleykamp 
and Kang, signals of some phases might had been shielded by other strong signals in the 
sample and led to many “would be” three-phase equilibrium regions were misinterpreted 
as two-phase equilibria.  According to all these facts, ternary compounds are not 
considered, or to be accurate, are denied in this work. 
6.3 U-Rh System 
In contrast to U-Pd and U-Ru systems in which different experimental approaches 
were carried out on the Ru-rich side and the high temperature part of the phase diagrams, 
disputes on U-Rh phase diagram are focused on the U-rich side.  To eliminate the 
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discrepancies (shown in Table 6-6), the experimental results need to be examined by 
thermodynamic evaluation and then by further experimental explorations guided by the 
thermodynamic results: 




U-rich side compounds Year Reference 
Chiswik et al. ~18 U2Rh + URh 1958 [94] 
Park 24.5 α-U4Rh3 + β-U4Rh3 1965 [42] 
Naraine and Bell -- U2Rh + URh 1974 [96] 
 
The phase diagram from Park [42] is taken as the blueprint of U-Rh model.  
However, it is found that it is thermodynamically improbable to set the U-rich eutectic 
composition to 24.5 at.% Rh in this assessment.  The calculated value is as low as 17.5 
at.% Rh, but it is very close to the value given in [94].  Figure 6-8 is a comparison of the 
calculated phase diagram with experimental data by Park. 
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It can be seen that the calculated bcc liquidus fits well with most experimental data, 
but very poor for the liquidus on the right side of the eutectic point.  In phase diagram from 
Park [42,64] (Shown in Figure 3-5), the liquidus datum close to the eutectic isotherm was 
attributed to the left part of liquidus of the eutectic point he designated (24.5 at.% Rh), 
whereas according to thermodynamic evaluation (this work), it should be part of liquidus 
on the right side of the eutectic point (17.5 at.% Rh).  In the thesis and papers by Park, this 
disputed point (20.5 at.% Rh, 897 °C) was listed as any other “fusion” (liquidus) points 
obtained by thermal analysis.  His treatment of this datum led to a concave liquidus that 
seems thermodynamically improbable under the constraint of present lattice stabilities 
because to obtain such a liquidus the interaction parameters must be much less negative or 
even positive and the equilibrium of the liquidus to neighbouring phases will be greatly 
changed.  In addition, to realize such a concave liquidus, the thermodynamic properties, 
e.g., enthalpy of formation and entropy of the compounds, will be not comparable to the 
experimental data, and the interaction parameters of Liquid, bcc, and fcc solution phases 
will not be comparable with those of the U-Ru and/or U-Pd systems.  Practically, for this 
important point, some effective phase identification experiments should be carried out to 
better characterize the eutectic point.  Unfortunately, these kinds of supporting evidence 
were missing in both Park’s thesis and the published paper.  According to the experimental 
assessments of U-Pd system, there may be intrinsic difficulties in phase identification in 
the U-rich region as well, because of the contamination problems.  
Regarding the five-compound configuration by Naraine and Bell [96], a 
thermodynamic evaluation was carried out in this work to examine if their results were 
thermodynamically reasonable.  The calculated phase diagram is illustrated in Figure 6-9. 
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Figure 6-9.  Calculated U-Rh phase diagram of the five-compound configuration with the 
experimental data from Park at 1 atm. [42]. 
Some important features of this model are the following: 
1. Although the fitting of liquidus on the right side of the eutectic point is almost 
perfect, U2Rh is stable up to 1011 °C, which is much higher than 755 °C [94] 
and 705 °C [96].  That is, these low peritectic melting temperatures are 
thermodynamically unlikely.  Thus the “γ + URh” region shown in [94] is 
thermodynamically unstable; 
2. The thermodynamic model cannot explain the extra experimental points for the 
isotherms in the field of “U2Rh + URh”.   
Therefore, the five-compound configuration was rejected in this work. 
6.4 U-Ru System 
From the phase diagrams shown in Section 3.5.3, it can be seen that the different 
features of the high temperature profiles from different sources are non-negligible.  For 
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example, in U-Ru system the calculated eutectic temperature at Ru-rich side is 1576 °C 
(1849 K), which is 274 °C lower than the peritectic temperature from Park [42].  In the 
diagram proposed by Mason and El-Genk [4], although the two possible L/cph liquidus 
separate as far as a magnitude of about 230 °C at 87 at.% Ru, the eutectic isotherm is well 
defined by the experimental data.  The eutectic composition by Mason and El-Genk (77.5 
at.% Ru) [4] is supported by metallurgical analysis and observations by Edwards et al. [76].  
The calculated eutectic composition by Berche et al. [17] is 83.8 at.% Ru, which is 6.3 at.% 
higher than the experimental data.  The reason is not provided by Berche et al. [17].  As 
part of this work [59], the fit of the calculated phase boundaries with the experimental data 
was attempted; however, the eutectic composition by Mason and El-Genk [4] was proved 
to be another scenario that is thermodynamically improbable.  On the contrary, the 
calculated result by Berche et al. [17] proved to be reasonable.   
The isothermal temperatures of the two reaction types (peritectic and eutectic) 
affect the position of the cph phase field.  This phase was estimated by Park without giving 
experimental data [42].  Figure 6-10 follows Berche et al. [17] calculation which shows 
the U-Ru phase diagram with metastable solution phases, without giving a hypothetical 
cph-U lattice stability (therefore, the cph phase is missing).  Therefore, this diagram shows 
several abnormal phenomena, even on the metastable phase diagram: first, the bcc + Liquid 
phase liquidus in Ru-rich region does not reflect a true liquidus; second, the bcc + Liquid 
region is separated from the β-U + bcc region; third, the minimum point of the bcc + Liquid 
region does not have any physical meaning, e.g., it is not a eutectic point; finally, the 
eutectic isotherms of α/β and β/γ transformations are not shown.  All these mean that the 
metastable phase diagram is not a reasonable one.  
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Figure 6-10.  Re-calculated phase diagram with metastable solution phases without cph 
phase (Referencing for bcc Ru see Table 3-1) at 1 atm. 
The re-assessed enthalpy of formation (∆𝐻298 𝐾
° ) of URu3 is -144,700 J∙mol
-1, 
similar to experimental results by Wijbenga and Cordfunke [91] (-153,200 J∙mol-1) and 
Jung and Kleppa [74] (-124,000 J∙mol-1).  In the model of energy effects of alloys [73], the 
value is -152,000 J∙mol-1.  Closer assessment of enthalpy of formation of URu3 is 
significant in estimating enthalpy values of other compounds in this system.  
Figure 6-11 illustrates the recalculated phase diagram with published experimental 
data by Park [42] and Mason and El-Genk [4].   
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Figure 6-11.  Re-calculated U-Ru phase diagram with published experimental data at 1 
atm. [4,42] 
6.5 Ternary, Pseudo Binary, and Pseudo Ternary Phase Diagrams 
It is necessary to examine the experimental errors in existing U-Me phase diagrams 
and problems found in the only experimental U-Rh-Pd ternary phase diagram before the 
detailed discussion of the ternary and pseudo phase diagrams in this section.  
6.5.1 Error Analysis Related to Binary and Ternary U-Me Systems  
Thermodynamic evaluations are based on thermodynamic principles, that is, 
theories.  All theories come from experimental observations where systematic and random 
errors are usually introduced.  Occasionally, the design of an experiment can be imperfect 
or even incorrect; in some circumstances, there may be no perfect technical instruments or 
methods available for a specific purpose.  For instance, there may be difficulty in choosing 
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□ Mason and El-Genk [4] (Isotherm) 
 Mason and El-Genk [4] (Liquidus) 
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measurements.  Another example is the difficulty in determining liquidus boundaries at 
high Me concentrations and at high temperatures.  These phenomena are not uncommon in 
U-related transition metal phase diagram determinations. 
Studies of the experimental phase diagrams determined by Park, e.g., U-Ru, U-Rh, 
and U-Pd systems by [42,95,99], no error analysis or error bars were provided or labelled.  
On these phase diagrams, parts of the liquidus are represented by dash-lines showing 
considerable uncertainty in experimental determinations at that particular temperature and 
composition range.  Re-examinations by other authors showed that the uncertainty of 
liquidus determinations at high temperatures can be as high as to a temperature difference 
of about 300 ºC [4] for these systems.  Due to these challenges, few data points are usually 
available in the high concentration ranges of Me elements.  As a result, it is difficult to 
conduct precise error analysis for these parts of the phase diagrams.   
Some typical sets of experimental data in the U-Rh phase diagram investigation by 
Park [42] are examined here.  Park provided neither error information nor error bars, 
although all the data sets for U-Ru and U-Rh systems were listed.  As data for liquidus and 
solidus vary with composition and no repeated data sets were provided, no average value 
of the data can be calculated, therefore, no error bars can be plotted on the phase diagrams.  
However, the data points for isotherms below 50 at.% Me are multiple and the average 
temperatures of the determinations can be evaluated.  Even for the four isotherms on the 
U-rich side of the U-Rh system, a clear descending trend of the points can be observed 
showing that, as Rh concentration increases, the temperature value shows a gradual 
decrease.  The calculated average, and the upper-limit and lower-limit temperatures for the 
four isotherms are listed in Table 6-7. 
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Table 6-7.  Error analysis of the U-rich side isotherms based on the U-Rh phase diagram 
by Park [42] 
Isothermal Transition Average Temperature 
(°C) 
Uncertainty 
Upper-limit Lower limit 
Eutectic 865 +7 -9 
Allotropic 720 +5 -12 
γ→β 683 +1.5 -0.5 
β→α 623 +3 -13 
 
For the other four isotherms above 1000 ºC (42.29-100 at.% Rh), there is only one 
point for the U3Rh4 peritectic isotherm at 1450 ºC.  The others were solely determined by 
estimations of the temperatures of the peritectic or eutectic reactions.  The reasons for the 
difficulty in determining the liquidus boundaries are complex.  For example, in a thermal 
analysis or differential thermal analysis, when the heat effect of the liquid-solid 
transformation is too small, there may be no obvious change in the cooling or heating curve.  
Even if the heat effect is high enough, when contamination of the sample by crucible 
material occurs, the sample is no longer pure and the formation of some unknown 
compound or alloy may make the observation even more difficult.  In addition, at very high 
temperatures, thermocouples are no longer applicable for the liquidus determinations.  The 
application of pyrometers, however, has proved to be not ideal in the observation of the 
phase transition, which is another reason why the liquidus data are inaccurate.  
The problems in high temperature determinations are not only shown in studies by 
Park, or Park with his co-workers, but also shown in other research.  For example, in the 
U-Ru phase diagram by Mason and El-Genk [4], the differences in melting point 
determinations of URu3 are as much as 185 ºC (i.e., the congruent melting point is 1665 ºC 
and the peritectic melting point by Park is 1850 ºC).  The measurement uncertainties in 
Mason and El-Genk studies were listed in several uncertainty categories, but not point by 
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point.  Because of their difficulty in observing the phase transitions, they provided two 
possible liquidus with a maximum temperature difference up to about 300 ºC at high 
temperature ranges of the U-Ru and U-Re phase diagrams, which cannot only be accounted 
for by the uncertainty ranges they listed.  
For the U-Rh system, Park is the only scientist who provided a relatively complete 
phase diagram.  In contrast, for the U-Pd system, several groups of scientists produced very 
different phase diagrams, in which discrepancies exist not only in terms of temperature 
measurements, but also in terms of composition measurements.  For instance, the 
experimentally obtained fcc phase boundaries vary in by an unacceptable magnitude of 11 
at.%, which was derived from 22 at.% by Catterall, Grogan, and Pleasance [92]; 15 at.% 
by Pells [100] and Terekhov et al. [93]; and 11 at.% by Park, Fickle, and Mullen [99].  
To conclude, in U-Pd-Rh-Ru related phase diagram determinations, not only 
random and systematic errors were involved, but also maybe some other detrimental 
factors, such as contamination by the crucible materials and misinterpretations of 
experimental data in determining some of the phase boundaries.  Based on these facts and 
for the sake of the clarity of pictorial illustrations, no error bars will be used in the 
calculated phase diagrams in this thesis.  
6.5.2 Problems Found in the Experimental U-Rh-Pd Ternary Phase Diagrams 
Some of the problematic phases in the phase diagram shown in Figure 3-20 were 
labelled with numbers.  Table 6-8 lists these regions and associated problems. 
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Table 6-8.  Problematic regions on the phase diagram by Kleykamp and Kang [37]. 
Region Phase(s) suggested by 
Kleykamp and Kang  
Problem(s) to be elaborated 
1 α1 + α2 (ternary miscibility 
gap of fcc phase) 
The miscibility gap is larger than the calculated one; the α 
phase specified in region 2 seems to be another independent 
phase; it seems that there are three different phases in regions 
1 and 2; the “closed region” appears based on nominal 
compositions of the alloys instead of equilibrium data.  
2 α (fcc solid solution of Rh and 
Pd in U) 
If region 1 consists of two immiscible phases with common 
fcc structure, the α should be one of them, i.e., it should be 
either α1 or α2 instead of α. 
3 Single-phase region consisted 
of three compounds 
UMe3 compounds are found in UO2, UN and (U, Pu)O2 fuels 
as a distinctive inclusion but not necessarily as a single-
phase.  URh3, UPd3 and UPd4 on this diagram have different 
crystal structures and different X-ray diffraction patterns, 
which are features of different phases.   
4 γ(URh3)+UM2+U3M5(U3Rh5); 
The compositions at three 
corners of the three phase 
region are U0.38Rh0.61Pd0.01, 
U0.33Rh0.64Pd0.03 and 
U0.25Rh0.71Pd0.04* 
Because the lower corner of the three phase region is not 
located at XPd = 0 but at the common boundary of URh3 and 
UPd3, why UPd3 is not included is unknown.  By drawing the 
small three phase regions, the formation of three ternary 
alloys (not identified in the paper) are assumed.  Regions 4, 
5, and 6 share a phase boundary representing UM2.  
5 No datum is given; 
U3Rh4, U0.38Rh0.59Pd0.03 and 
U0.32Rh0.59Pd0.09 
Again, they are assuming the formation of another two 











In this case, they are assuming the formation of another two 
ternary alloys. 
8 Liquid + UPd3 Kleykamp and Kang [37] were the first to combine the 
Catterall et al. [92] diagram (left side of UPd3) and that of 
Terekhov et al. [93] (right side of UPd3).  They recognized 
U5Pd6 in the range of 980-1110 ºC.  However, at 1050 ºC they 
did not detect the compound and made no comment.  




The nomenclature of the phases by these authors are also 
confusing.  For instance, they use the horizontal lines a and b 
to represent ternary compounds of U3M4 and UM2 
respectively, but the horizontal line c is represented by two 
Greek symbols: γ and ε, the two terminal compounds. 
The problems highlighted in the table can affect the reasonability of adjacent 
regions, in what might be termed a ripple effect.  The authors tried to validate the “closed 
region” by estimating binary interaction parameters in a ternary regular solution model, but 
                                                     
* The composition of the ternary metallic compounds are estimated from Figure 3-20. 
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thermodynamically there should be a single binary interaction parameter for a specific 
phase in a ternary system.  The miscibility gap should be a function of temperature instead 
of the binary interaction parameters.  As a matter of fact, in such a ternary system, the 
miscibility gap is defined not only by the binary interaction parameter of U-Pd, but also by 
that of the U-Rh.  In addition, the simplification of Equation (12) from Kleykamp and Kang 
[37] is not adequate because of the unreasonable omission of α12. 
6.5.3 Calculated Ternary U-Rh-Pd Phase Diagrams 
In this work, the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary thermodynamic model has been 
successfully established and compared with the only set of existing experimental ternary 
data:  the U-Rh-Pd system at 1050 °C.  The model cannot only “describe” the isothermal 
diagram, but can also be used to reinterpret some misinterpretations of the data and 
reasonably predict the feature of the “closed region” discovered in the experiments by 
Kleykamp and Kang [37]. 
As mentioned before, the ternary isothermal section constituted by Kleykamp and 
Kang [37] is the only available experimental data for this quaternary system.  Therefore, 
the set of data can be used as reference in validating this thermodynamic model, and at the 
same time, subject to the evaluation and reinterpretation in reference of the new results 
based on thermodynamic principles.   
The first step is to determine if the quaternary system needs any adjustments and 
how it should be adjusted.  Figure 6-12 shows the calculated isothermal section of U-Rh-
Pd at 1050 °C, where at least the following discrepancies can be observed:  
1. parts of liquidus (at the upper part of the diagram) are not complete; 
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2. the fcc+fcc#2 region (at the lower part of the diagram) is crossed in the middle 
by the fcc phase boundary.  
 
Figure 6-12.  Calculated U-Rh-Pd phase diagram at 1050 °C, and 1 atm without 
adjustments of ternary parameters. 
The Liquid phase and fcc phase are dominant solution phases in this system, 
therefore, necessary corrections are needed.  Note that the adjustment is not based on the 
experimental phase diagrams because those phase diagrams are binary and with 
discrepancies.  The principle of the adjustment is the same as presented in Section 3.45.2.  
It is based on the solution phase equilibrium, but it is now used for a ternary system. 
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The second step is to compare with the data by Kleykamp and Kang [37].  In their 
paper, the data are listed in two separate tables and are not classified into specific phases.  
This is not only confusing to the reader, but also have misled the authors themselves in 
plotting the phase diagram.  For convenience of analysis and comparison, Table 4 in their 
paper is reorganized in Table 6-9 (The nominal composition is not included because the 
equilibrium composition is emphasized here).  







(a in pm) 
Range of a 
(in pm) 
Composition (at.%) 
U Rh Pd 
α1 α2 381.1 381.1-384.7 0.5 86.5 13.0 
α2 384.6 0.9 56.4 42.7 
α2 383.9 0.6 65.8 33.6 
α2 382.1 2.1 89.4 8.5 
α2 381.8 0.6 89.5 9.9 
α2 384.7 0.8 58.1 41.1 
α2 381.4 0.5 88.5 11.0 
α2 α1 392.0 390.8-395.6 10.3 53.7 36.0 
α1 395.6 11.2 19.8 69.0 
α1 391.1 4.8 19.6 75.6 
α1 394.7 10.4 20.0 69.6 
α1 393.9 9.3 17.7 73.0 
α1 390.9 5.0 17.0 78.0 
α1 390.8 5.8 15.4 78.8 
α  396.2 383.1-403.3 11.1 9.5 79.4 
γ - 15.6 24.8 59.6 
γ 396.0 - - - 
γ 396.1 16.5 19.8 63.7 
γ 401.1 15.0 0 85.0 
 - 18.4 9.5 72.1 
γ 392.9 12.4 55.8 31.8 
 394.1 12.0 45.7 42.3 
 395.2 14.8 32.6 52.6 
 400.9 15.4 4.8 79.8 
γ 390.8 11.1 65.3 23.6 
γ 383.1 3.4 93.3 3.3 
γ 394.9 14.2 40.8 45.0 
 403.3 17.6 8.0 74.4 
γ 391.4 11.9 60.3 27.8 
 387.8 8.8 69.9 21.3 
γ 
 
α 399.6 399.5-408.8 
 
21.9 57.7 20.4 
α 399.6 21.4 46.5 32.1 







(a in pm) 
Range of a 
(in pm) 
Composition (at.%) 




















21.2 32.9 45.9 
 406.2 20.2 1.9 77.9 
α 399.5 22.6 60.3 17.1 
α 399.5 24.2 70.0 5.8 
α 399.5 22.3 54.1 23.6 
α 399.6 22.3 58.8 18.9 
α - 21.4 28.8 49.8 
α 400.9 20.8 34.2 45.0 
α 401.7 20.5 29.5 50.0 
ε 408.8 23.2 8.3 68.5 
 404.7 21.6 17.3 61.1 
α 404.7 19.1 0 80.9 
 402.5 - - - 
 400.6 - - - 
 405.4 - - - 
 403.6 - - - 
 - 23.2 16.4 60.4 
 - 23.4 36.5 40.1 
ε 407.4 21.6 0 78.4 
γ(+α)  403.0  19.5 12.1 68.4 










23.3 0 76.7 
 
The experimental data from Table 6 of Kleykamp and Kang [37] is organized here 
as Table 6-10. 
Table 6-10.  Phase classified U-Rh-Pd experimental data for XU>0.25 (Table 6 in paper 














U Rh Pd U Rh Pd a c  
γ 46 0.27 0.365 0.365 URh3 0.25 0.305 0.445 405.8 - 
 47 0.40 0.30 0.30  0.248 0.103 0.649 409.5 - 
 48 0.255 0.08 0.665  0.252 0.076 0.672 410.1 - 
 52 0.30 0.65 0.05  0.254 0.656 0.090 400.3 - 
 57 0.32 0.655 0.025  0.25 0.72 0.03 399.5 - 
 63 0.31 0.59 0.10  0.25 0.59 0.16 401.4 - 
 66 0.35 0.40 0.25  0.26 0.27 0.47 - - 
 67 0.35 0.35 0.30  0.258 0.197 0.545 - - 
 68 0.27 0.655 0.075  0.253 0.660 0.087 400.1 - 
 69 0.31 0.59 0.10  0.25 0.59 0.16 400.9 - 
 70 0.36 0.50 0.14  0.26 0.26 0.48 - - 














U Rh Pd U Rh Pd a c  
ε 48 0.255 0.08 0.665 UPd3 0.25 0.065 0.685 578.8 874 
 49 0.330 0.05 0.620  0.254 0.024 0.722 - - 
 50 0.350 0.13 0.52  0.254 0.044 0.702 - - 
 54 0.480 0 0.52  0.247 0 0.753 - - 
 58 0.40 0 0.60  0.248 0 0.752 577.5 965.4 
 74 0.40 0.22 0.38  0.246 0.058 0.696 - - 
UM2 46 0.40 0.30 0.30 U3Rh5 0.426 0.335 0.239 - - 
 52 0.30 0.65 0.05  0.326 0.632 0.042 534.3 869.4 
 53 0.375 0.575 0.05  0.340 0.580 0.080 - - 
 57 0.32 0.655 0.025  0.325 0.650 0.025 534.3 866.6 
 63 0.31 0.59 0.10  0.328 0.587 0.085 536.0 871.1 
 65 0.34 0.63 0.03  0.333 0.627 0.040 - - 
 68 0.27 0.655 0.075  - - - 531.9 871.8 
 69 0.31 0.59 0.10  0.324 0.608 0.068 534.4 867.4 
 70 0.36 0.50 0.14  0.331 0.499 0.170 537.7 869.4 
U3M4 47 0.27 0.365 0.365 U3Rh4 0.325 0.531 0.144 540.8 874 
 48 0.255 0.08 0.665  0.430 0.302 0.268 - - 
 49 0.330 0.05 0.620  0.435 0.116 0.449 - - 
 50 0.350 0.13 0.52  0.426 0.194 0.380 - - 
 53 0.375 0.575 0.05  ≈ 0.44 ≈ 0.56 0 - - 
 56 0.46 0.30 0.24  ≈ 0.45 ≈ 0.29 ≈ 0.26 - - 
 64 0.375 0.60 0.025  0.43 0.57 0 - - 
 66 0.35 0.40 0.25  0.422 0.491 0.087 - - 
 67 0.35 0.35 0.30  0.436 0.446 0.118 - - 
 70 0.36 0.50 0.14  0.423 0.514 0.063 - - 
 72 0.50 0.45 0.05  ≈ 0.43 ≈ 0.41 ≈ 0.16 - - 
 74 0.40 0.22 0.38  0.427 0.261 0.312 - - 
U4M3 56 0.46 0.30 0.24 U4Rh3 ≈ 0.55 ≈ 0.43 ≈ 0.02 - - 
 72 0.50 0.45 0.05  ≈ 0.51 ≈ 0.44 ≈ 0.05 - - 
U3M5 57 0.32 0.655 0.025 U3Rh5 0.375 0.610 0.015 - - 
 64 0.375 0.60 0.025  0.380 0.600 0.020 - - 
 65 0.34 0.63 0.03  0.380 0.589 0.031 - - 
Liquid 54 0.480 0 0.52 U5Pd6 + 
Liquid 
≈ 0.64 0 ≈ 0.36 - - 
 55 0.47 0.10 0.43  0.45 0.12 0.43 - - 
 58 0.40 0 0.60  ≈ 0.5 0 ≈ 0.5 - - 
 59 0.47 0.10 0.43  0.47 0.10 0.43 - - 
 74 0.40 0.22 0.38  0.431 0.322 0.247 - - 
 
For the sake of clarity, data of different phases are distinguished by different colors.  
It is noted that the following important features can be observed in Figure 6-13:  
1. As Kleykamp and Kang [37] found in their experiments, a closed region 
(miscibility gap) does exist within fcc region; however, the calculated 
miscibility gap is much smaller than the one shown in Figure 3-20. 
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2. Careful labelling of the diagram shows that Kleykamp and Kang [37] had 
mistaken the two different fcc phases (fcc and fcc#2) as three phases because 
they labelled: α1 (fcc#1), α2 (fcc#2) and α (fcc).  The reason for this is that they 
were misled by the larger uranium solubility in palladium (about 15 at.% as in 
Pells [100] and Terekhov et al. [93] phase diagrams) they accepted when 
combining the phase diagram, and they attributed the fcc crystal phase (i.e., the 
black diamonds in Figure 6-13) in equilibrium with URh3 and UPd3 compounds 
(URh3+fcc and UPd3+fcc two phase regions).  This is obviously unreasonable 
because in their accepted U-Pd and U-Rh phase diagrams fcc phase is not in 
equilibrium with these compounds.  
3. In Figure 3-20, Kleykamp and Kang used the nominal composition data (added 
in Figure 6-13 on the calculated curves for comparison) in mapping the phase 
boundaries, while only using parts of the “available” equilibrium data 
(measured data) for establishing some binary tielines.  With other measured 
data, they were lost in how to use them to determine the phase boundaries 
except for binary ones.  The seven fcc (α1+ α2) data points are not shown which 
one is the so-called α1 or α2 phases and where are their specific positions in the 
region.  However, the reclassified equilibrium data by us (Figure 6-14) can 
serve the purpose.  According to their experiment, the fcc region has three 
different phases (α (black circles in Figure 6-14), α1 and α2), which is a 
conceptual mistake and violate the phase law.    
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Figure 6-13.  Calculated phase diagram with experimental data from Kleykamp and Kang 
[37] at 1050 °C and 1 atm. 
Table 6-11 lists the calculated phases in equilibrium and the total phases detected 
by Kleykamp and Kang [37] in their hand-drawn phase diagram with accompanying 
symbols. 
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Table 6-11.  Phase field classification and experimental symbols used in Figure 6-13. 
No.  Phases Experimental data from Kleykamp and Kang (K&K) 
[37] 
1 bcc None 
2 bcc + Liquid None 
3 Liquid ○: Liquidus data 
4 U4Rh3 + Liquid None 
5 U4Rh3 + U3Rh4 + Liquid ♦: U4M3 (M = Rh, Pd) 
6 U3Rh4 + Liquid None 
7 U3Rh4 + U5Pd6 + Liquid ◊: U3M4; ○: Liquidus data 
8 U5Pd6 + Liquid ○: Liquidus data (K&K failed to identify U5Pd6) 
9 U5Pd6 + U3Rh4 + UPd3 ◊: U3M4; ○: Liquidus data 
10 U3Rh4 + U3Rh5 + UPd3 ▲: U3M5;▼: UPd3 (ε) 
11 U3Rh5 + URh3 + UPd3 □: UM2; ∆: URh3 (γ) 
12 URh3 + UPd3 + fcc ∆: URh3; ▼: UPd3 (ε) 
13 URh3 + fcc ●: fcc (α) 
14 URh3 + fcc + fcc#2 None 
15 URh3 + fcc ●: fcc (α); ○: fcc  
16 UPd3 + fcc ▲: γ (+α) ; fcc (α) 
17 UPd3 + UPd4 + fcc ∆: URh3; ●: fcc (α) 
18 UPd4 + fcc ●: fcc (α) 
19 fcc + fcc#2 ○: fcc#2 
20 fcc ○: fcc#2; ○: fcc 
4. Because of the missing of U5Pd6, the detected liquidus data are incorrect.  In 
fact, Kleykamp and Kang [37] had acknowledged the difficulty in experimental 
determination of the phase boundaries in U-rich part of the isothermal section.  
In addition, except for Park et al. [99] and Catterall et al. [92], Kleykamp and 
Kang once again confronted the difficulty in phase boundary determinations, 
especially on the U-rich side.  The same phenomena actually occurred in the 
determination of the eutectic points in U-Rh and U-Pd binary systems.  The 
cause, for the former is misinterpretation of a liquidus datum point; and for the 
latter is the crucible contamination.  
5. In the middle part of the phase diagram, Kleykamp and Kang [37] made the 
phase boundaries far more complex (Figure 3-20) than those predicted by the 
thermodynamic assessment (Figure 6-13).  The possible reasons are: (1) XRD 
technique has been proven not effective in phase identification in the U-Pd 
subsystem, so the week signal of a less abundant species might have been 
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shielded by the strong signals of some more abundant species.  As a result, some 
three-phase equilibria have been recognized as two-phase equilibria and too 
many two-phase regions were added on the isothermal section.  Figure 6-14 
shows a calculated phase diagram with tie-lines recognized by the 
experimentalists as two-phase regions.  Obviously, most of the tie-lines are 
crossing over one phase region except for those of fcc+fcc#2 (these are actually 
located in fcc region as a miscibility gap). (2) Longer annealing time is needed 
for most of the samples. 
 
 
Figure 6-14.  Calculated phase diagram with tie-lines drawn according to “equilibrium 
composition” data in [37] (1050 °C, 1 atm). 
Taking the fcc/fcc#2 (α1/α2 as labelled by Kleykamp and Kang [37]) equilibrium 
as an example, the authors stated that the three week annealing time gave no significant X-
ray diffraction pattern so they doubled the annealing time.  But is this enough?  The 
thermodynamic evaluation says “No”.  As the annealing time increases, the tie-lines will 
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get shorter and shorter and finally, the equilibrium compositions at both sides should all be 
located on the predicted miscibility gap boundary in accordance with the lever rule.  That 
is, it is very slow for these samples to reach the equilibrium points.  Therefore, the “closed 
region” should be much smaller than it is shown in Figure 3-20.  
Table 6-12 shows a list of calculated phase numbers and detected phase numbers 
by Kleykamp and Kang [37].  The differences between the numbers represent some phase 
or phases were not detected experimentally due to their relatively weak signals.  
Table 6-12.  A comparison of calculated phase numbers and the maximum numbers of 







Name(s) of phases in the field 
(Calculated) 
Maximum No. of phases in the 
field (K&K by nominal 
composition) 
1 1 bcc NA 
2 2 bcc + Liquid NA 
3 1 Liquid 1 
4 2 U4Rh3 + Liquid 2  
5 3 U4Rh3 + U3Rh4 + Liquid 2 
6 2 U3Rh4 + Liquid NA 
7 3 U3Rh4 + U5Pd6 + Liquid 3 
8 2 U5Pd6 + Liquid 1 
9 3 U5Pd6 + U3Rh4 + UPd3 3 
10 3 U3Rh4 + U3Rh5 + UPd3 3 
11 3 U3Rh5 + URh3 + UPd3 3  
12 3 URh3 + UPd3 + fcc 2  
13 2 URh3 + fcc 2 
14 3 URh3 + fcc + fcc#2 NA 
15 2 URh3 + fcc 2 
16 2 UPd3 + fcc 2 
17 3 UPd3 + UPd4 + fcc NA  
18 2 UPd4 + fcc 1 
19 2 fcc + fcc#2 2  
20 1 fcc 1 
 
                                                     
* Simplified as K&K in the table.  
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6.5.4 Calculated UMe3 binary phase diagrams 
As described in Section 3.6.2, Kurosaki and Uno [38] tried to construct a ternary 
isothermal section of URu3-URh3-UPd3 without any knowledge of the binary quasi phase 
diagrams involved in the system because these phase diagrams were missing.  
Experimental determinations of these refractory compounds are difficult if not impossible.  
Calculations of the UAl3-USi3 phase diagram for the fcc phase using ab initio methods 
were reported [122] in which phase variations exist only at very low temperatures (i.e., 
below 362 K or 89 °C) (see Figure 6-15).  
 
Figure 6-15.  A calculated UAl3-USi3 phase diagram by ab initio method [122]. 
The most recent result of thermodynamic modelling is shown in Figure 6-16, which 
is much more informative and phase transformations at higher temperatures were predicted 
[123].  However, as these two compounds melt via a peritectic reaction, the feature of the 
calculated phase diagram is very different from congruent experimental phase diagrams.  
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For example, the liquidus is strange and the compounds have no distinctive solid/liquid 
melting points. 
 
Figure 6-16.  A recent calculated UAl3-USi3 phase diagram [123]. 
In this work, the binary quasi phase diagrams can be obtained directly from the 
well-established U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system.  Because all of the three UMe3 
compounds melt congruently, the binary phase diagrams show typical eutectic features.   
6.6 Effects of the Two Phenomena Found in Thermodynamic 
Evaluation 
In Chapter 5, the thermodynamic evaluation results were presented and analysed.  
However, for some specific phenomena and topics, extended discussions are needed.  This 
is the purpose of this section. 
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6.6.1 Feature of the “closed region” of fcc immiscibility 
A detailed discussion on the diffusive aspect of the “closed region” is given above, 
and now a detailed study on the temperature effect is necessary, i.e., the behaviour of the 
fcc phase as temperature changes.  Figure 6-17 illustrates the fcc boundary projections 
between 700-1250 °C.  
 
Figure 6-17.  The fcc boundary projections between 700-1250 °C. 
In the Rh-Pd binary system, the miscibility gap is shown to be lower than 845 °C 
(1118 K) in [37] or 910 °C (1183K) in [15].  As the uranium content increases, a separate 
“closed region” forms around 900 °C and contracts as temperature increases to about 
1050 °C on the U-rich side.  When the temperature increases a few more degrees above 
this value, the overall fcc region contracts toward low U content side, and for some 
unknown reasons, the software cannot show the contour of the diminishing “closed 
region.”  In fact, even at 1050 °C, the fcc + fcc#2 region is not “closed”, but intersects with 
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the URh3 + fcc + fcc#2 three phase region.  This gives a false impression that the ternary 
critical temperature is very close to 1050 °C and the ternary miscibility gap is a “plateau.”  
Nevertheless, thermodynamic calculations of different isopleths show that this is not true.  
For example, the isopleth at XU = 0.025 provides a profile of the “closed region” shown in 
Figure 6-18 with a maximum temperature (1144 °C) across this plane.  
 
Figure 6-18.  Calculated isopleths at Xu=0.025 with a maximum miscibility-gap 
temperature of 1144 °C (1 atm).  
Figure 6-18 also shows the lowest solidus temperature at which the Liquid phase 
exists.  Figure 6-19 provides another side view of the fcc + fcc#2 miscibility gap along the 
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Figure 6-19.  A side view of the fcc+fcc#2 miscibility gap (lower-right corner) at 1 atm. 
Considering the fact that the starting points for establishing of this model are the 
binary sub-systems, and they are aimed to be as close to the experimental phase diagrams 
as possible, the extra fcc phase regions are kept on Figure 6-17 and the ternary interaction 
parameters are not changed.  This means that the U solubility in Pd could be less than 11 
at.% suggested by Park et al.[98], which is the smallest value among the experimental 
results.  To check this, future experimental work should be conducted according the 
feedback information provided in this work (See Chapter 8). 
6.6.2 The contamination reaction and its mechanism 
6.6.2.1 Contamination in U-Me phase diagram determinations 
The relevance of an experimental result depends on the method, the reliability and 
precision of the instruments, accurate data recording, and the system being free of 
contamination.  Here, the last is not the least: in phase diagram determinations the existence 
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which usually form the two axes of a temperature-composition phase diagram.  The 
catalytic efficiency of light platinum metals increases in the order of Ru→Rh→Pd.  In the 
U-Ru phase diagram, there are no disputes on the U-rich side eutectic point*, but there are 
disagreements on the Ru-rich side where the reaction type has been changed from a 
peritectic reaction to a eutectic one based on a later observation [4].  For U-Rh phase 
diagram, there is only one complete version of it [42] and an incomplete version [94].  The 
thermodynamic evaluation in this work shows that the U-rich side eutectic composition 
should be lower than that determined in [42] but in agreement with [94].  In both of these 
two systems, the experimentalists did not explicitly declare the contamination effect of the 
crucible material used in the experiments.  In the U-Pd phase diagram determinations, 
nevertheless, both Park et al. [99] and Catterall et al. [92] declared explicitly the strong 
contamination effect by the crucible materials used.  They were not aware of the same 
effect on the Me-rich side eutectic determinations.  Thermodynamic evaluation (this work) 
found that for the U-Pd system, the attack on BeO (i.e., the material of beryllia crucibles 
used in the experiments) increased both the eutectic composition and temperature in U-rich 
side eutectic determinations (see Section 6.2.3).  The U-Be phase diagram illustrates that 
eutectic isotherm of γ-U with a very stable compound with a high melting point, UBe13, 
forms at 1090 °C.  In addition, Park et al. [99] detected an unknown isotherm below the 
“eutectic isotherm” (1008 °C) when re-examining U-Pd phase diagram, which implies that 
the false eutectic isotherm may have been an isotherm with contamination by a third 
                                                     
* The reason is so far there is only one set of experimental data in the U-rich part of the U-Ru phase 
diagram [42].  However, this work conforms to the result.  
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component (UBe13).  As a result, the measured eutectic isotherm is one in a ternary system, 
i.e., U, UBe13, and UPd.  
Although dozens of types of catalytic reactions have been studied, no catalytic 
mechanism of metallic reactions, such as the one between U and BeO with existence of Pd, 
has been explored, neither experimentally nor theoretically.  To explain the contamination 
effect and validate the thermodynamic evaluation, a mechanism is proposed in this work 
based on the physical and chemical properties of the elements involved, and the results of 
thermodynamic analysis.  
6.6.2.2 A proposed mechanism of the contamination reactions 
The intrinsic reason that accounts for the discrepancies within high Pd composition 
range is Be contamination.  As temperature rises, more BeO molecules are available.  This 
increases the contaminant in the samples and makes the phase identification extremely 
difficult, including the determination of the liquidus, the solubility of U in Pd, and the 
identification of the possible intermetallics. 
The crucibles used in U-Pd phase diagram determinations by Park et al. [99] and 
Catterall et al. [92] were both made of BeO, although the latter tried ZrO2 as well.  Most 
crucibles are made of metal oxides because they have very high melting points.   
The metal oxides with high-melting points are illusive for many people to think that 
they are absolutely stable under their melting temperatures.  However, this is not true.   CaO 
and MgO have higher melting points, but they do not appear in the list of recommended 
crucibles in Evaporation Guide for the Elements [124].  BeO and Al2O3 are most frequently 
recommended, but for many elements (in a sample or samples) the former is put in brackets 
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meaning that it has to be used with care.  For Pd, both of the materials are recommended, 
but BeO is in brackets for this guide.  For transition metal oxides, especially, their reactivity 
depends on the metal oxidation state and coordination environment.  In most cases, the 
difference of electronegativity between the metal elements and oxygen makes the 
following statement true: metal oxides are virtually consisted of metallic cations and 
oxygen anions.   
So far, studies on catalysis focus mainly on organic reactions, biochemical reactions 
or metal-organic reactions.  Astruc [5] extensively summarizes these various interactions 
in a review, which includes dozens of reactions, such as hydrogenation reactions, C-C 
coupling reactions, dehydrogenation reactions, cycloaddition reactions, amination 
reactions, oxidation reactions, and many others.  However, it is important to note that no 
metal-metal catalytic interactions are mentioned.  An answer is needed for the studies on 
U-Me phase diagrams to see if there exist any catalytic functions or catalytic-like functions 
of the platinum metals. 
6.6.2.3 Mechanism of contamination in U-Pd phase diagram determination 
In the U-Ru and U-Rh binary phase diagram determinations, Park observed no 
crucible contamination.  Mason and El-Genk [4], however, mentioned the influence of 
crucible materials at high temperature (Ru-rich side) measurements.  The reason is that the 
catalytic efficiency increases from left to right for the light platinum metals in the periodic 
table, as well as for the heavy platinum metals.  Pd and Pt, the last elements in light and 
heavy platinum metals, are both catalysts with extremely high efficiency.  It is interesting 
that in U-Pd and U-Pt binary phase diagrams, similar U-rich side eutectic temperatures are 
observed (see Table 6-4).  This implies that beryllium contamination (the crucibles used 
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for determination of U-Pt phase diagram were also beryllia (BeO) crucibles) happened in 
U-Pt phase diagram determination too. 
Pd is extensively used as nanoparticle catalysts, therefore, its catalytic 
characteristics must be emphasized in this context.  Recent research shows that even in 
used nuclear fuels Pd nanoparticles exist [125].  Therefore, it is possible that Pd helps in 
lowering activation energy of some other co-existing species during the U-Pd phase 
diagram determination.  
6.6.2.3.1 Sample environment in thermal analysis (TA) or differential thermal analysis 
(DTA) 
In binary phase diagram construction, thermal or differential thermal analysis is one 
of the best tools to map the temperature-composition relations of the various phases in a 
phase diagram.  To avoid oxidation of the sample, a high vacuum or an inert gas pursing 
should be maintained.   The process involves relatively high temperatures and contact with 
a third species—the crucible material.  In the case of U-Pd phase diagram determination, 
ZrO2 and BeO crucibles were used and Catterall et al. [92] found that the contamination 
effect was not acceptable.  They tried to improve the result by changing the procedures, 
and they believed the amount of Be became very small.  However, the chemical analysis 
method for Be analysis they used was not provided.  If it was the similar to the method for 
Pd analysis, the precipitated UBe13 compound might not be detected.  The same effect was 
also found by Park et al. [99], but both of them were not aware the influence of the 
contamination on the U-rich side eutectic determinations.  Base on this analysis, the 
mechanism of the contamination reactions is focused on the following four elements: U, 
Pd, Be and O.  
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6.6.2.3.2 The electronic structure and orbital energies of U, Pd, Rh, Ru, Be and O 
The occurrence of a chemical bonding is determined by mainly two factors: 
1. Symmetry of the electronic structure of the reactants 
2. Energy level of orbitals of the elements involved in a reaction 
Each element has its characteristic symmetrical configurations of the electronic 
orbitals.  For some elements, there exists a unique symmetry.  For the transition elements, 
more symmetrical configurations are possible.  An effective bonding occurs only when the 
two interactive atoms have similar orbital energies and the bonding of the two orbitals are 
allowed in respective of symmetry.   
Physical Measurement Laboratory in NIST calculated the ground-state orbital 
energies of 92 elements by four standard approximations that use the exchange-correlation 
energy function of Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair [126,127]:  
i. the local-density approximation (LDA);  
ii. the local-spin-density approximation (LSDA);  
iii. the relativistic local-density approximation (RLDA);  
iv. the scalar-relativistic local-density approximation (ScRLDA). 
Although the data are ground-state orbital energy values, they give useful 
information on possible bounding of the co-existing elements.  Nevertheless, it is difficult 
to compare all the allowable symmetry of the co-existing elements.  In spite of this, the 
smaller values of active orbital energy indicate that the orbitals are active at certain 
conditions.  For example, the 5f orbitals of uranium have a relatively high (less negative) 
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energy and they are found to be responsible for the heavy-Fermi characteristics of UBe13 
at low temperatures [128]. 
6.6.2.3.3 The contamination mechanism 
With reference of U-Be phase diagram, we suggest that the experimental eutectic 
temperatures (998 °C by Catterall et al. [92]; 1008 °C by Park et al. [99]), which are much 
higher than the calculated value (888 °C, this work), are caused by the formation of UBe13 
because of the interaction of U and Pd with the crucible material.  The compound forms 
from very low Be concentrations with a eutectic temperature of 1090 °C in the U-Be 
system.  The compound has a melting point of about 2000 °C and is stable over almost all 
the composition range of the binary system at 1100 °C.  Therefore, the isotherm at 998 or 
1008 °C should represent a ternary eutectic isotherm (a mixture of UBe13 and γ-U and 
UPd )as suggested in the experimental phase diagrams.  One supportive evidence is that 
Park et al. [99] observed an unknown isotherm (~940 °C) much lower than the “eutectic 
temperature,” but higher than the calculated one [98], which should be related with the true 
eutectic temperature, but was still elevated by the co-existing contaminant: a small amount 
of UBe13.  The crystal structure of this compound is shown in Figure 6-20. 
 
Figure 6-20.  Crystal structure of UBe13 [128]. 
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On the basis of a qualitative analysis of the energy gaps for various related chemical 
bonding, a mechanism of the contamination process is proposed: 
As atoms, Pd exists in the samples for U-Pd phase diagram determination, while 
BeO is the material of the crucible used for the determination.  Therefore, the first step of 
the contamination reactions is weakening of the Be-O bond by an approaching Pd atom:  
 BeO + Pd → Be-O-Pd (29) 
At U-rich side, a large amount of free U atoms is available for the less bonded Be 
atoms and a competitive reaction occurs:  
 U + Be-O-Pd → U-Be + Pd-O (30) 
U-Be is unsaturated and it picks up more ligands to form UBe13, which is 
determined by the symmetry of U and Be atoms and their sizes.  The energy gap between 
Pd 4d orbitals and U 6d and 7s orbitals are smaller than Be 2p orbitals; however, at U-rich 
side Pd concentration is relatively smaller and the atomic size of Pd (atomic radius: 138 
pm) is much larger than that of Be (atomic radius: 111 pm) [129].  As a result, U-Be 
bonding is favorable in respective of space.  At the same time, for other U atoms that are 
close to Pd atoms, UPd forms because of the smallest energy gap between the 4d orbitals 
of Pd and 6d and 7s orbitals of U:  
 U + Pd → UPd (31) 
PdO is the only well-established oxide of Pd with a melting point of 750 °C [130].  
Therefore, it is not stable above this temperature.  During the cooling process, Pd-O is not 
stable and decomposes above 750 °C:  
 2Pd-O → 2Pd + O2 (32) 
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The overall contamination reaction is represented by  
 15U + 26BeO
Pd
→ 2UBe13 + 13UO2 (33) 
As temperature rises, both reactivity and the catalytic activity of Pd increase.  As a 
result, in the samples, part of Pd atoms serves as catalysts and the extra part of Pd atoms 
react with U at certain composition ranges. 
In conclusion, some of the Pd atoms (corresponding to the amount of decomposed 
BeO) serve as catalyst for the formation of UBe13 at temperatures above 750 °C; other Pd 
atoms react with U.  The participation of BeO in the thermal analysis process makes the 
experimental phase diagram not a really binary phase diagram, but Be contaminated ternary 
system.  Consequently, deviations of the phase boundaries in different parts of the diagrams 
and discrepancies from different groups of scientists occurred.  Under such complicated 
circumstances, thermodynamic evaluation becomes valuable because the contamination is 
almost inevitable in experimental measurements of this system. 
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7 Potential Improvement to a Nuclear Fuel Database or an 
Industry Code 
As introduced at the beginning of the thesis (Chapter 1), some nuclear fuel oriented 
thermodynamic databases are under development, typically the Fuelbase [7,8] and the 
RNFTT (Royal Military College of Canada Nuclear Fuel Thermochemical Treatment) 
[9,11,33].  The former aims at nuclear fuel designs with multicomponent systems and the 
latter focuses on the study of the fission product behaviour.  The establishment of the U-
Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system is a natural expansion of the RNFTT project.  Therefore, 
enrichment of this work to the project will be discussed and then the potential improvement 
to industry codes such as BISON will be tentatively evaluated in this chapter. 
7.1 The RNFTT treatment previous to this work 
The RNFTT treatment operates with two computer codes: FactSage [131] and 
ORIGEN-2* [132].  The former is mainly for equilibrium calculations, although some 
modules for kinetic phase transformation analysis have been developed in recent years, 
e.g., the capability in studying non-equilibrium solidification processes.  To simulate 
kinetic nuclear fission processes, ORIGEN-2 was used to calculate chemical inventories in 
a simulated reactor.  The thermodynamic data of the typical elements, compounds, and 
solutions were collected for the FactSage compound and solution databases.  The 
calculated data are to be used in the simulation of kinetic fission processes in different 
conditions in a nuclear reactor.  By this means, the RMCC team calculated the CANDU 
                                                     
* The CANDU version is called SCALES-5. 
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fuel inventory at a typical burnup* [10] which confirmed the presence of noble metal fission 
products (See Section 1.1).  
The RNFTT thermodynamic fuel model dealt with many types of fission products 
generated in CANDU reactor during operation, e.g., the non-stoichiometry phenomenon in 
the UO2 phase solute oxides, noble metal inclusions, the other metallic inclusion (U(Ru-
Rh-Pd)3), zirconate and uranate solutions as well as some other minor solid phases and 
volatile gaseous species.  By establishing the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system at 
equilibrium, this discussion on the RNFTT fuel model is focused on the enrichment of this 
work to the model.  
In the RNFTT database prior to this work, elemental thermodynamic data for U, 
Ru, Rh, and Pd elements were included, but the binary U-Pd, U-Rh, and U-Ru systems 
were not thermodynamically optimized.  Therefore, the intermetallic compounds in the 
compound database of these three systems were very limited and no ternary interaction 
parameters were established.  In fact, among the fourteen compounds involved in the three 
subsystems only three UMe3 compounds were included in the database.  In addition, no 
equilibrium relationships in these three systems were described in the original RNFTT 
model.  As discussed in Section 3.3, the measured enthalpy values for URh3 and UPd3 from 
different authors varies extraordinarily and it is found that the enthalpy of formation values 
used in the original RNFTT treatment were the one from Wijbenga [72], which are 
extremely negative.  All the data for the other 11 compounds involved in U-Me phase 
diagrams were missing.  As a result, the original RNFTT fuel model could not calculate 
                                                     
* Bin#10, power 980.3 kW(f)·bundle-1, irradiated for 143 days, burnup 140 MWdays, and neutron flux = 
2.16x1014 n·cm-2∙s-1. 
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the inventories below the highest melting point of the UMe3 compounds because of the 
missing of the optimized Gibbs energy expressions of the related phases.  
7.2 Enrichment of this work to the RNFTT treatment 
In principle, a binary phase diagram can be calculated if all the thermodynamic 
properties in Gibbs energy expressions of various phases are known.  This would have been 
a benchmark in determining the liquidus interaction parameters; however, the experimental 
values of each of the properties vary in such a broad range that it is unclear which value 
should be selected.  Due to extraordinary difficulties in measuring thermodynamic 
properties for the actinide-platinum metal systems at very high temperatures and relatively 
low temperatures (e.g., for phase transitions of solid phases below melting temperature), 
the available thermodynamic properties are rare, especially those of complex intermetallic 
compounds.  Therefore, it is attractive to use the experimental enthalpies of formation and 
entropies of UMe3 compounds as benchmarks in determining interaction parameters for 
the Liquid phase in U-Me systems, which may define the position of the liquidus in a binary 
phase diagram; then, with known thermodynamic properties of the UMe3 compounds and 
the known position of the liquidus, thermodynamic properties of other compounds in the 
system can be easily assessed by a computational thermodynamic method.  In practice, 
however, care must be taken in determining which set of experimental data should be 
chosen as the benchmarks.  The extremely negative values of enthalpy of formation 
obtained by Wijbenga [72,91] impose obstacle to a successful modelling.  As mentioned 
before, Huang et al. [77] used the value of enthalpy of formation for UPd3 in their 
simulation of fission products in uranium-zirconium hydride fuel and proposed a Gibbs 
energy function of UPd3. It was found in this work that the function implicitly implies an 
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entropy of 66.1 J∙mol-1∙K-1 for UPd3, which is less than half of the accepted value of 176.3 
J∙mol-1∙K-1.  In optimizing the interaction parameters of the solution phases of U-Rh and 
U-Pd systems, the extremely negative values from Wijbenga were found unreasonable 
because they suggested very low minimum liquid-solid transition temperatures. 
Accordingly, the values of enthalpy of formation of UMe3 compounds are re-
assessed in this work (See Table 7-1).  
Table 7-1.  A comparison of standard enthalpy of formation values from different authors 
with newly assessed values in this work. 
Authors ∆𝑯𝟐𝟗𝟖
°  (𝒌𝑱 ∙ 𝒎𝒐𝒍−𝟏) 
UPd3 URh3 URu3 
Jung and Kleppa [74] -294.7 -278.8 -124.0 
Wijbenga [72] -524.0 -301.2 -153.2 
Lorenzelli and Marcon [71] -260.0   
de Boer et al. [73] -244.0 -192.0 -152.0 
Holleck and Kleykamp [75]  -256.7 -224.9 
Edwards et al. [76]   -195.0 
Wang and Kaye (this work) -210.5 -194.0 -144.7 
 
Figure 7-1 compares the values predicted in this work with previous experimental 
results, which shows that the newly calculated values are in good agreement with those by 
de Boer et al. [73].  These experimental and thermodynamically calculated results 
emphasise the difficulties of experimental determinations of thermodynamic properties of 
U-Me (including UMe3) compounds and their phase boundaries.  
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Figure 7-1.  A comparison of this work with those summarised by Jung and Kleppa [74]. 
Gibbs energy functions of UMe3 compounds before and after reassessments are 
listed in Table 7-2.  
Table 7-2.  Gibbs energy functions of UMe3 compounds. 









-3T2+235907T-1 -153.2 144.5 
URh3 -335946+556.1T-104.4TlnT-9.1x10
-3T2+305017T-1 -302.0 152.24 
UPd3 -553930+488.0T-98.7TlnT-5.7x10
-3T2 -524.0 176.35 
After URu3 -177240+540.8T-101.2TlnT-9.2x10
-3T2+235907T-1 -144.7 145.3 
URh3 -228000+555T-104.4TlnT-9.1x10
-3T2+305017T-1 -194.0 153.4 
UPd3 -240430+488.0T-98.7TlnT-5.7x10
-3T2  -210.5 176.35 
 
It can be seen that only minor changes were made for entropy values but major 
changes for enthalpy of formation values, especially those for URh3 and UPd3.  
Considering the discrepancies in experimental phase diagram construction of the U-Rh and 
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U-Pd systems, the deviations in enthalpy measurements may also be caused by the 
contamination of containers or other related materials.  
Table 7-3 summarizes thermodynamic properties of compounds in U-Me systems 
calculated in this work.  







U-Ru URu-L -597.66 25.16 
URu-H -597.70 25.16 
URu3 -144.7 145.3 
U3Ru4 -375.88 196.3 
U3Ru5 -389.22 241.9 
U2Ru -123.77 103.4 
U-Rh URh3 -194.00 153.4 
U3Rh4 -461.18 196.1 
U3Rh5 -508.54 226.6 
U4Rh3-L -442.74 190.75 
U4Rh3-H -442.74 190.69 
U-Pd UPd -165.50 39.45 
UPd3 -210.50 176.35 
UPd4 -236.20 192.5 
UPd8 -407.70 200.0 
U5Pd6 -1110.0 85.0 
 
In addition, heat capacities, enthalpies and entropies of many UxMey compounds 
were unknown before this research.  By establishing the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system, 
these thermodynamic properties were calculated and illustrated in Figure 7-2 to Figure 7-4.  
The temperature range is specified as the melting points of the UMe3 compounds; as a 
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result, the heat capacities of other compounds (with melting points below UMe3) become 
constant above their melting points.  The U-Ru is depicted first in Figure 7-2. The 
experimental data on the three figures are from [86,87]. 
 
Figure 7-2.  Calculated and experimental Cp curves for compounds in U-Ru system. 
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Figure 7-3.  Calculated and experimental Cp curves for compounds in U-Rh system. 
 
Figure 7-4.  Calculated and experimental Cp curves for compounds in U-Pd system. 
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7.3 Efforts in improvement of industry codes 
The BISON code is one of the newest industry codes for this purpose.  As 
summarized in Chapter 1, the code is based on a series of coupled non-linear partial 
differential equations and no thermochemical databases are coupled in the code.  In fact, 
thermodynamic databases such as Fuelbase [7,8] and RNFTT [9-11] are themselves under 
development so there is no sophisticated and complete databases to be coupled with 
BISON.  The trend of development of nuclear industry codes during the past decade show 
that, in order to account for the deformation of the fuel and the cladding caused by the 
formation of the solid fission products, a perfect code can only be achieved after 
establishing a complete thermochemical database with all related species and phases.  The 
establishment of the U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary system and its incorporation into the RNFTT 
are part of indispensable efforts in improving the developing nuclear fuel industry codes.   
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Conclusions 
Starting from a thermodynamic reassessment of U-Ru system based on Berche et 
al. [17] work, U-Rh and U-Pd binary systems were evaluated thermodynamically for the 
first time.  In this process, difficult choices had to be made due to the disagreements upon 
some important experimental data from different groups of scientists, and therefore, a new 
strategy in optimizing this type of systems was established.  The new strategy was shown 
to be effective in resolving the experimental discrepancies caused by contamination from 
sample containers.  The assessed self-consistent U-Pd-Rh-Ru quaternary thermodynamic 
model successfully predicted the fcc miscibility gap found in experimental U-Rh-Pd 
ternary isothermal section by Kleykamp and Kang [37] and some misinterpretations of 
their data were identified and analysed.  The three dimensional profiles of the miscibility 
gap found only at the 1050 °C isothermal section were calculated and the critical 
temperature of the ternary miscibility gap was calculated to be 1144 °C.   
Binary quasi-phase diagrams of URu3, URh3, and UPd3 were calculated, the ternary 
eutectic temperature and composition were calculated, and an equilibrium ternary 
isothermal section of URu3-URh3-UPd3 at 1673K (1400 °C) were predicted, which proved 
the existence of the liquid phase that failed to be detected in the experiment [38].   
The interaction parameters and thermodynamic properties established here were 
incorporated into the established RMCC nuclear fuel treatment (RNFTT) for more accurate 
calculation of the inventory of nuclear fission products at different burnups.  A more 
sophisticated RNFTT database improved by this research has the potential to be coupled 
in a standard industry code such as BISON for further perfection.  Parts of these results 
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were presented at the annual Canadian Nuclear Society Conferences of 2015 (Saint John) 
[59], 2016 (Toronto) [24,25], and 2017 [133].   
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8 Future Work 
As summarized in Chapter 0, by means of thermodynamic evaluation some 
experimental fallacies or misinterpretations were found in this work.  It is meaningful that 
the results will be adopted as clues for future experimental explorations regarding the U-
Pd-Rh-Ru ternary system.  The research will need expensive equipment and will be 
extremely time consuming, but it might be a suitable project for an institution like a national 
nuclear laboratory. 
Future experimental work can be carried out in the following three aspects:  
8.1 The U-Rich Side Eutectic Composition of U-Rh System 
The eutectic composition in the phase diagram of Park [42,95] is 24.5 at.% Rh (See 
Sections 3.3.4.2 and 5.3), but the result of thermodynamic evaluation is 17.5 at.% Rh.  It 
is predicted in this work that the experimental datum (20.5 at.% Rh, 897 °C) of the liquidus 
was misinterpreted by Park [42,95]: he attributed it to the liquidus on the left side of the 
eutectic point resulting in a concave liquidus and a higher eutectic composition (24.5 at.% 
Rh).  Thermodynamic validation shows that this datum (20.5 at.% Rh, 897 °C) should be 
attributed on the right side of the eutectic composition.   
This can be verified experimentally by repeating the heating and cooling process at 
composition of 20.5 at.% Rh, or 79.5 at.% U – after the mixing and heating to a temperature 
higher than 897 °C, and determining the cooling profile at a controlled cooling speed by 
DTA.  Then phase identifications should be conducted, e.g., by means of XRD and/or 
EPMA.  The samples annealed at 897 °C should be analyzed after being quenched to room 
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temperature.  If the results show the solid phase in equilibrium with the liquid phase at 
897 °C is U4Rh3, instead of γ-U, the eutectic composition should be close to 17.5 at.% Rh.   
8.2 U-Rich Side Eutectic Temperature and composition of U-Pd 
System 
Pd, Rh, and Ru can all be used as catalysts in various chemical processes and the 
phenomenon has also been found in the thermodynamic evaluation of the U-Pd-Rh-Ru 
quaternary system, especially the catalytic character of Pd in case of using beryllia crucible 
as a container of mixed U-Pd samples.  In U-Ru and U-Rh system, the catalytic effect is 
not obvious at temperatures lower than 1000 °C at the U-rich side of the phase diagrams, 
but at high temperatures and the Ru- or Rh-rich sides the latent effect cannot be excluded.  
In U-Pd system, however, the Pd catalytic effect is proven to be severe by a thermodynamic 
evaluation at the U-rich side.   
As shown in Table 6-2, the differences between experimental and 
thermodynamically evaluated composition and temperature values are obvious.  From the 
perspective of thermodynamic analysis, some foreign factors must have affected the 
experimental results.  The catalytic effect at about 45-70 at.% Pd composition range was 
noticed by some of the experimentalists, but not at the U-rich side.  It is predicted in this 
work that a contamination reaction occurred during the experiments.   
The challenge in verifying the contamination at U-rich side is the difficulty in 
choosing the right crucible.  Perhaps, there may be no ideal crucibles to completely 
eliminate the catalytic effect in U-Pd or U-Pt phase diagram determinations (because in the 
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U-Pt experimental phase diagram [98] a similar pseudo eutectic isotherm was determined).  
However, by using crucibles other than beryllia the contamination effect may be reduced. 
8.3 The Miscibility Gap in U-Rh-Pd Ternary Isothermal Section at 
1050 °C 
In Sections 6.5.2, 6.5.3, and 6.6.1, detailed analyses are provided on the miscibility 
gap or the so-called the “closed region” in the U-Rh-Pd phase diagram.  The 
thermodynamic evaluation predicts that in the experimental construction of the ternary 
isothermal section at 1050 °C, the annealing time was not long enough, although Kleykamp 
and Kang [37] had extended it from three weeks to six weeks.  
The experiment can be repeated at different annealing time scales and observe the 
changes of the size of the miscibility gap.  It is predicted in this work that the size of the 
gap will be reduced to somewhere close to the calculated size.  
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